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NTA FE NEW MEXICAN
WILL PASS SENATE
NEXT WEEK DISASTROUS STORM

PESKT EMPLOYE

Carey Act Will Thus Be Extended to
New Mexico and Arizona.

QUESTIDNJETTLED

House Held the Only
cession This
Forenoon

Jack Rabbit Bill Causes a
Ripple of Humor When
Referred to Committee.

(A

,

public education.
This will reduce the taxes of each
of what it is now,
territory to one-haas the public land for school purposes
will support the public schools, so that
all taxes for schools may be elimin-

HOUSE FRIDAY.
Forenoon Session.
ated.
The amount of cash will be the next
Speaker E. A. Miera was in the chair
and the officers In their places when thing agreed on. Probably about five
the House was called to order shortly million ($3,000,000) dollars to each
after ten o'clock this forenoon.
territory. This ought to reduce the
taxes about another third. The bills
Bills were introduced as follows:
House Bill No. 8, an act to fix ad- will be submitted to the committee
ditional causes and grounds for di- on territories, Wednesday or Thursvorce, and annullment of marriages. day, and pass the House by practicalIntroduced by Mulllns by request. Re- ly a unanimous vote. The solid Pennvotes
ferred to the committee on territor- sylvania delegation of thirty-twand many from New York, Ohio and
ial affairs.
House Bill No. 9, an act to estab other states, particularly from the
lish the University for women in New Wet, stand by Andrews for what he
Mexico. Introduced by Baca and re- ;,ants in the bill.
Delegate Mark A. Smith has gone to
ferred to the committee on territorial
the Hot Springs for a rest before goaffairs.
House Bill No. 10, an act tokens ing to Arizona. He probably will not
Section 3, Chapter 32, Acts of the 35th return to Washington this session.
Delegate-elec- t
Ralph H. Cameron,
legislative assembly. Introduced by
comon the firing line
the
to
of
remains
referred
Arizona,
Garcia,
Santiago
and is doing good work with senators,
,
mittee on judiciary.
House Bill No. 11, an act relative representatives and in the depart.
to bounties on New Mexico jackrab-bits- ments.
Chavez"
of
Sierra
Introduced by
to suscounty. A motion by Chavez
TERRIBLE TEMPEST
pend the rules for immediate passage
VISITS MOROCCO
of the bill, was lost by a vote of 13
to 11, Tipton and Roberts protesting
or Rain Falls In Torrents and Causes
strongly against railroading that
House'.
the
Much Inundation.
measure
through
other
any
The Speaker" manifested a genuine
strain of humor when he referred the
Ceuta, Morocco, Jan. 22. A terrible
bill to the committee on live stock, tempest, accompanied by a torrential
aud- and audible titter around the
downpour. rain raged five hours last
Reover nbrtlnjni , Morocco.
night
House Bill No. 12, an act to amend ports from the Pharma territory dethe act for the protection of minors clare that several villages were overat schools. Introduced by Moffatt. whelmed and many killed or iujuved.
Referred to the committee on educa- Several American colliers aud supply
ships ate anchored in tho Negro Bay,
House Bill No. 13, an act to prohib- between Ceuta and Tetunan, waiting
it the playing of games with cards in the arrival of battleships. No damage
public places. Introduced.by request to these vessels is reported. It is imby Moffat. Referred to the committee possible to ascertain whether the landon judiciary.
slides south of here were due to earthThe lower
House Bill No. 14, an act relating to quakes or to inundation.
is" ingivtown
Ceuta
of
the
of
of
property
portion
the disposal
personal
en as a security for money loaned. undated.
Introduced by Chavez of Sierra and referred to the committee on judiciary. BRYAN'S DAUGHTER FILES
'
DIVORCE SUIT
Council Joint Resolution No. 6, Caof
the
for
printing
tron, providing
rules and list of committees was passLincoln, Neb.,vJan. 22. Ruth Bryan
ed unanimously under the suspension Leavitt, daughter of William J. Bryan,
of the rules.
thrice candidate for president of the
MonUnited States, today filed a suit for
until
was
taken
Adjournment
from her husband, William H.
divorce
o'clock.
two
at
afternoon
day
The petition, was immediLeavitt.
After adjournment the extra
T. S. Allen, a
withdrawn.
ately
The
office.
took the oath of
brother-in-laof Bryan, is the attorbeen
has
vexed employee question
for the' plaintiff. Leavitt Is now
settled in both houses, and it is be- ney
in
Paris.
The couple lived in Denver
the
conj
lieved for good, and within
for several years.
of
$15,000.
gressional appropriation
The petition was withdrawn to preSolons Visit New Archbishop.
vent the public learning the nature
Yesterday afternoon after the ad- of the charges against Leavitt. The
journment of the legislative assembly suit itself of course was not withthe members, headed by. Governor drawn. Notice will be by publication.
George Curry and Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa proceeded to the ATTEMPT TO ANTICIPATE
archiepiscopal residence on Cathedral
JURORS' OPINION
street to congratulate Bishop J. B.

'

Pitival upon his elevation to the
They were entertained
n the reception room and a brief Informal reception took place, Bishop
Pitival expressing the pleasure it gave
him and the honor he felt In receivsolons
ing a visit from New Mexico's
at this time. He expressed his hope
and desire that the sessions of the
legislative assembly and all resultant
action should have God's blessing and
favor and that the legislators and
their work would prove a blessing to
the people of New Mexico. Speaker
Miera Interpreted for the benefit of
those who did not understand English.
A short informal reception followed
when greetings and best wishes were
exchanged, the , bishop receiving personally from each lawmaker an especorand
cial expression of best wishes
dial greeting upon his merited good fore.

,

tune.

Governor Curry announced

that

telegram will be sent to the apostolic delegate at Washington to be
communicated to Rome, by the
assembly, to express their best
wishes for the choice that has been
made in the person of Bishop J. B.
Pitival, as archbishop, a selection that
all feel proud of and experience a personal satisfaction In, and one of which
the people of New Mexico and particularly of Santa Fe have reason to be
proud and consequently desirous of
expressing their satisfaction to Rome.
a

legis-latv- e

National Model License League.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 22. The second day's session of the second annual
convention of the National Model License League - began today with addresses on the subject of regulation.

HI

MORE IMPROVEMENTS
FOR FEDERAL BUILDING

EMM
DOLUS

Heavy Downpour of BankPresidentMust
Rain Causes Fear-fu- l Answer Nineteen

lf

em-ploy-

EMBEZZLES

ON PACIFIC COASI

Anent the Andrews bill extending
the provisions of the "Carey Act" to
New Mexico and Arizona which has
already passed the House, Delegate
Andrews has an agreement with Senators Penrose, Knox and other senators
to pass this bill through the senate
next week.
Delegate Andrews was with Speakw
Cannon about four hours today in
Speaker Cannon's private room, going
over the New Mexico and Arizona TRAFFIC
statehood bills. New Mexico and
Arizona each get about eight million
(8,000,000) acres of public land for Bridges

o

.
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San Francisco, Jan. 22. A third attempt to ascertain the opinion of a
prospective juror in the Calhoun case
by parties whose connection has not
yet been discovered, was reported to
Judge Lawler at the opening of today's se'jw'cn. Edward Aiken, an employe of W. A. King, one of the .talesmen, testified that a stranger entered
King's place and tried to ascertain
King's attitude toward the graft prosecution. Both the defense
and the
prosecutiou
the man.

denied any knowledge

Indictments

Damage

ER

STANDSTILL

AT

ARRESTED

to
Appears
Have Bee l Well Planned
And Carried Out.

and Tracks Washed Crookedness

Away And Railroads Are
Badly Tied Up
Portland, Ore., Jan. 22. Thaws and
heavy rains which have been general
throughout Washington and northern
Oregon last week have brought disaster to the railroads. The Northern
Pacific is in trouble west of Spokane
annulled.
and all trains have, been
The Great Northern has. a
of track washed out near Odessa, and
the north bank of the railroad down
around the Columbia river has lost
many bridges near the Cascades of
Columbia, consequently this road is
tied up. Spokane is practically cut
off 'from all communication
with the
half-mil- e

West and South.

The loss by floods

Northwest will be heavy. Huge
cakes of ice threaten to do thousands
of, dollars damage at Colilo, and much
damage has already been done to docks
and other shore property along the
Columbia river.
Storm Headed This Way.
San Francisco, Jan. 22. With a
heavy downpour of rain and cloudbursts yesterday, the storm which has
been raging in all sections of California for the past two weeks seems to
have spent its force.' As a result' of
the downpour yesterday, Stockton is
inundated, Sacramento is isolated and
practically the entire train service in
the north is at a standstill. At Santa
Barbara, eight inches of rain fell In
less than twelve hours. The islands
at the mouth of the Sacramento river
are flooded and steamboats are kept
busy removing people and stock from
the levees wjiere they had taken refuge from the" water. The storm is
moving toward the east and last night
was raging in the Sierras,-- f
Stockton, Cal., Jan. 22 A large
part of Stockton is still flooded. Many
basements in the business part of the
city are full of water. However, time
was had to get much of the goods to
places of safety.
in the

v.--

,

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE A FIZZLE
London, Jan. 22 There is a growing
impression here that the powers will
not be able to reconcile their differences and that the international
naval conference, which opened here
last month is doomed to failure. The
meeting called for this morning was
cancelled and the committee meetings
to discuss technical subjects will only
be held when the delegates, whose insistence that the views of their
shall prevail brought about the
deadlock, have received more definite
instructions. America is included in
this group. The American delegates
assert that they are ready to make
The conferreasonable concessions.
ence was called by Great Brtiain to
frame a code of laws for naval warfare and to establish an International
prize court as recommended by The
Hague peace conference.
gov-men- ts

ONE

ALSO

HUNDRED

AND

OFFICIAL MATTERS
Experiments.

n

The National Land and
company of Kansas City, which
has been asking Territorial Engineer
Vernon L. Sullivan to interest himself
in their system which it is claimed
has overcome all former objections to
that of great cost, the
penetration of the pipes by roots and
the unequal distribution of the moisture, has agreed to Instal an experimental farm of ten acres at Lamy,
elghten miles south of. Santa. Fe, and
there demonstrate Its practicability
and possibilities.
The farm is to be
under the supervision of the company
for five years and work on the equipment is to begin within the next sixty
days. The system provides for underground conduits or pipes of tiling and
works successfully not only in California, but portions of the lower Pecos
valley in this territory.
INVITED TO ADDRESS
DRY FARMING CONGRESS.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan today mailed the following reply
to an invitation to address the
Dry Farming Congres at
Cheyenne, Wyoming, Mr. Sullivan being a well known New Mexico boosn

Lavatories Are to Be Placed In Various Rooms and Boiler to Be

AK

Re-Se- t.

Charles H. McGuire, Inspector of
mechanical and electrical engineering,
has been in the city for several days
making inspections in the boiler room
of the Federal building. He has written the supervising architect of the
treasury department at Washington
his findings and has also made some
recommendations.
Reporting upon his inspection of the
heating and plumbing system in the
Federal building he says:
"The heating system consists of a
horizontal tubular boiler and a two
pipe direct steam heating system. The
boiler and the heating systems are in
good condition, with the following exceptions, and the circulation through
the heating system is good at three
pounds pressure. The boiler setting
On account
is in need of renewing,
of the heating season having commenced, this should be postponed until the heating season is over. The
and return valves
radiator
supply
'
need new discs throughout, and 23
valve wheels need renewing. There
are 02 radiator valves altogether. The
plumbing is in a sanitary condition.
There is but one lavatory in the entire building, this lavatory being In
the woman's toilet and not accessible
from the larger part of the building,
and they are in need of eight more lavatories or one for each department.
No work has as yet been done on the
Wood-Davicontract for hot water
boiler and heater.
Recommendations.
"I recommend that the custodian be
authorized to have the following work
done and material furnished in the regular manner. Renew the composition
discs in 02 radiator valves. I also recommend that eight new lavatory basins be installed, the specifications and
sketch of which I forward under a
separate cover. I recommend that
this work be done as soon as the appropriation against which it is chargeable will permit.
"I also recommend the resetting
of the boiler be deferred until the
healing season is over and that the
custodian be authorized to ask for
bids for
setting to correspond to that now in place."
The specifications call for eight corwith hot
ner lavatories, supplied
0, 7, and
and cold water in rooms
9 of the first floor and 1, 4. 5, and 9
of the second floor,

DOCUMENTS

Packing Houses Set
Fire to Important
Papers

IjisilGATl

FEAR

Government Undaunted Will
Secure Duplicates of Destroyed Evidence.
Chicago, Jan. 22. The Record-Heraltoday prints the following:
Thousands of documents, some of
which, it Is said, would prove the packing concerns guilty of rebating, have
been burned by the companies in the
stock yards district since the govern
d

ment started its investigation into the
affairs of Morris & Co., according to
word received by the United States
There was quick
district attorney.
action taken by (he authorities. Secret
service men were hurried to the stock
yards to loam what employes had sorted and burned the documents, and it
is proposed to subpoena them before
the grand jury. In spite of this attempt to block the investigation the
federal authorities are planning to
proceed. There still remain the flies
of the railroad companies which con
tain duplicates of much of the correspondence on the matter of damage
claims. There is no fear of the railroads burning these for such action
is forbidden by law. .1. Ogden Armour
ridiculed the idea that any packing
house of standing would resort to de
stroying its records because of fear of
prosecution, although he admitted he
has heard a rumor that there ljad
been a few "fires" at the stock yards.

LEGISLATIVE THUMB
NAIL SKETCHES
Winter Melons. If you should
chance to visit the fruitful San Juan
county during the coming summer and
should perchance come across the watermelon patch of house representado not attempt to
tive,
secure by any means one of the luscious looking melons. Why? In short,
the fact is. they won't be very palatable at that season of the year. Representative, Walters is a sort of experimentalist after the fashion of
you know. He is a little cauand instead of
tious and
and
and
growing to
tending
planting
maturity, watermelons that would ord
inarily tempt the small boys and some
larger ones as well, of that peaceful,
garden of Eden, known as San Juan
county, he raises what is called winter
melons. During the summer and au
tumn they look just like the common
ordinary luscious watermelon but the
appearance is deceiving. The.v are
not at all palatable or edthlo until
winter arrives, hence they are stored
in the cellar and along about this
time Mr. Walters Is enjoying his wa
termelons which having matured pre
just as fine and even a shade better
than the ordinary watevaieums in the
Pr'.ne-Walters-

WAS INTERESTED
IN NEW MEXICO
Death of C. L. Tutt Will Not Defer
Plans to Develop Lobato Land
Grant.

,

Bur-ban-k,

d

Charles L. Tutt, the
mine owner and operator of Colorado Springs, whose death in New-YorCity was chronicled in yesterday's press dispatches, was one of the
purchasers of the Lobato land grant,
a tract of 155,000 acres in Rio Arriba
count:' recently taken over by Coloter:
rado Springs parties. The New Mex.-ca's informed today from reliable
Santa Fe, N. M Jan. 22, 1909.
sources that the death of Mr Tutt will
.
January 22, 1909.
alter the plan:, which
Mr. John T. Burns, Secretary Trans-- . not niate.ially
had i rtviously been made to develop
Mississippi Dry Farming Congress, Ibis
great section of the territory, The
Cheyenne, Wyo.
work will begin as soon as spring
Dear Sir: I earnestly wish to opens up and Espanola will doubtless
thank you for the kind invitation to be the headquarters. A railroad is to bi'.mmertime.
Still Another New County "Conaddress this most important Congress bo built out to the grant from the Rio
seems to be the word best
tagious"
and bring up any matters of importrailroad, saw mil!.! are to be applicable to the new county situation.
ance relative to dry farming in our
installed, irrigation reservoirs and The latest idea In that line Is the
territory.
ditches constructed and a new town
proposition to create a new county
There is no Congress except pos- built somewhere on the grant. E. B. i from
parts of Bernalillo, Santa Fe,
sibly the National Irrigation Congress Skinner and S .R. Rartlett, the others
Sandoval and San t Miguel
Torance,
which is doing more for the develop- interested, will carry on the work as
counties. The county as suggested is
semi-ariment of our arid and
West, previously capped out.
to be thirty-thre- e
miles north by
than the
Dry Farmand sixty miles east by west.
south,
ing Congress and I only wish that I JURY ACQUITS
Among those present In the city to
could attend this important body. The
WOMAN OF MURDER
fight for the passage of an act that
time - is fast approaching when not
will create this new county, is Editor
only the individual farmer himself,
Jan. 22. After Matt Telin, an active and energetic
Tex.,
Falls,
Wichita,
but the whole public begins to see the
out six hours, the jury in the young man of Moriarty, who when not
value and necessity of proper hand- being
case of Mrs. Walter Allen, wife of a engaged in editing the Messenger, or
ling of the soil and conservation of
business man of this city, as he terms it, his "buzz-saw,- "
takes
sec- wealthy
the moisture in our semi-ari- d
with murder in connection naturally to Mother Earth and with
charged
tions. Here in New Mexico we are
with the killing of another woman, re- the assistance of a plow stirs matters
especially favored with the best cli- turned a verdict of not
guilty. The up. He wants to stir up matters in
mate in the world and are abundantinemotional
was
defense
the legislature by using a political
of
the
plea
ly supplied with the most fertile soil,
Mrs. Allen plow and he certainly appears capable.
that
contending
sanity,
therefore we are greatly interested in
could not control her actions when she For a time he was connected with the
dry farming development..
However, saw her husband
sitting in a buggy reportorial room of the New Mexican.
the most optimistic person cannot
with the woman.
Railroading, But Not the Legislahoie to make a success of these agritive Kind Though new at the lawcultural lands if they pursue the orWitnesses In Libel Suit.
making business, there is one member
dinary methods of farming and many
Jan. 22. Secretary of of the House who nevertheless! has
Washington,
of the farmers now coming into our
State Root, Senator Knox of Pennsyl- sufficient courage and ability, to make
territory, without the proper guidance vania and District
In
Attorney General his presence plainly noticeable.
will make many failures where sucRussell were witnesses to- ordinary life he Ib the general secreW.
Charles
cess should have been.
before the federal grand jury; in- tary of the Brotherhood of Railroad
I would highly appreciate a copy day
vestigating the Panama Canal libel Trainmen of the Santa Fe system,
of the' proceedings of this Congress.
case. A large part of the morning having his headquartes at East Las
Thanking you for your kind invita- was taken up
reading the various al- Vegas. The gentleman is known as
tion, I beg to remain,
libelous articles which appeared H. M. Sweezy and originally camo
leged
Yours very truly,
in the New York World and Indianap- from Keithsburg, 111., where he first
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
saw the light of day thirty-eigh- t
olis News
'
years
.
Territorial, Engineer.
ago. For ten or twelve years he had
House Stands For Increased Navy. quite a lively and Varied career as a
Ship Goes Ashore.
Washington, aJn. 22. The House newspaper man. In his home town
Santa Babara, Calif., Jan. 22. A defeated the amendment by Burton to he was editor and proprietor of a
wireless telegram received here limit the naval increase to one battle- weekly called the News. Later he befrom the Point Arguello station, 100 ship. By a vote of 108 to 158 it came connected with the Burlington
miles north, says that a steamship has sustained the committee which made Hawkeye, of Burlington,
Iowa, and
The provision of the naval bill calling for after being with several other pubfl- gone ashore near that point
identity of the vessel is unknown and two "battleships. It overwhelmingly cations In Illinois, he came West and
no further facts are available. There provision in the naval bill calling for
are heavy seas rolling.
five torpedo boat destroyers.
(Continued On Pas Eight
Trans-Mississip-

multi-millionair- e

k

pi

I

d

SIXTY DROWNED
Transvaal, South
Johannesburg,
22
white
Ten
Africa,
January
men and 150 natives were drowned togold mine
day in the Witwaters-Ranwhich was flooded by the bursting of
the dam. Heavy rains caused the
dam to give way.
The water from the dam also floodof ed the lower sections of the town of
Ebburg. A, number of houses were
swept away and thirteen persons were
drowned.
d

WILL USE STATE TROOPS .
TO STOP GAMBLING
UNDERGOES OPERATION
FOR APPENDICITIS
Baton Rouge, La., Jan. 22.1 Governor Sander may use the state troops
Chicago, Jan. 22. Joseph Leiter,
to stop gambling at Jefferson Parish whose
attempt to corner the wheat
where the races are being run daily market some years ago caused a senanti-rac- e
in violation of the
sation, was successfuly operated on
law. He had a lengthy conference tofor appendicitis. His recovery
Stafford today
day with Adjutant General
is predicted.
and wired the district attorney at Jefferson Parish that unless the gambling houses of Southport be immedi- STILL WORKING ON
ately closed and the races stopped at
STATEHOOD BILLS
once he would take a hand.
X
1
..V:. .'
X
New
Mexican.
to
The
V Special
IN JAIL FOR MURDER.
X
Washington, D, C, Jan. 22.- -- X
X
X New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M.
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 22. Arthur C. X The Republican members of the
committee on territories have not X
Adams, accused of the murder of Guy
H. Porter, formerly of Roswell, at the X finished with the statehood bills, X
claim of the latter, fifteen miles north- X another meeting being necessary. X
west of Melrose, on Christmas night, X The New Mexico legislative state- - $
has been held for the grand jury. Be- X hood memorial was read in both X
ing unable to furnish the $3,000 bond, X houses and printed in the rec- - X
X
he is in jail at Portales, the county X ords.
,
X X X
seat of Roosevelt county.
X X

XXX

G.
Los Angeles, Jan. 22 Homer
West
Taber, former president of the
Side Bank of Los Angeles, former
InLincoln
of
the
president
ternational Bank of Searchlight,
of
now president
and
Nevada,
Trust
and
Bank
San
the
Diego
company was arrested in San Diego
last evening and will be taken to
Pio'che, Lincoln county, Nevada, to answer nineteen indictments found by the
ingrand jury and which are said to
volve $750,000. It is said that only
these indictments saved Taber from
having to answer a charge in this
county of embezzling $10,000 worth of
telephone bonds from U. S. Grant, jr..
of San Diego. This is said to have
taken place when Taber was president
of the West Side bank of this city.
of
S. K. Williamson, former cashier
the Lincoln National bank at Searchlight was yesterday arrested at Pasadena and placed in jail here.

II

XXX
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The Bio Store

FRIDAY, JANUARY 22, 1909;.

THDIPC

MIMfiD

Established 1856.

ll
Denver, Colo., Jan. 22. Wen- - X
ther forecast for New Mexico:
Generally fair in south. Rain in
X northern
tonight and
portion
Saturday.
probably

Seligman Bros.

V

The Five Dollar Shoe Man

The Man who is In the Htiblt of put Unit FIVK DOLLARS Into a pair ot
shoes believiiift that Kl VK J( LLAKS is little enough and not too much for
itnotl
nhoes, should come here the next time he wnnts a pair find net the best puir of
shoes for Klve Dollars he ever lxmnht. Kest Leather Hest Style,
Come see rl ( tit
"Thoroughbreds"in line shoes are our long suit,

MR. FIVE DOLLAR SHOE MAN
.PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and fti high tn (206.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Ratsa art
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes,

FAPH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 108.

The largest and the only

up-to-d-

itore

is Santa

Phone
Fa.

10S.

da

0

ONE

SPECIAL

WEEK

Call
I

SPECIAL

tOO Bats

$2.65 per Box

J'oap

Cans
L2 Pie Fruit in GalPRICES
.

l

AT REDUCED

Winter 6rocery
f
V Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.

Telephone No.

40.

CAUL AJiD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

C

3.

ayU

I

of

Ros-wel-

temperature at 6 a. m. today, 39 degrees; precipitation for the 24 hours
ending at 6 a. m. todayfi .01 oi an

inch.
Death of Mrs. Williams The many
friends will be pained to learn of the
death at 2:27 o'clock this morning of

Weak
Kidneys
Weak Kidneys, surely point to weak Hflnej
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the Heart, and the
Stomach, find their weakness, not in the organ
itself, but in the nerves that control and guide
and strengthen them. Dr. Shoop's Restorative la
a medicine specifically prepared to reach these
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone,
is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money a
well.
If your back aches or is weak, if the urine
scalds, oris dark and strong, if you have symptoms
of Brights or other distressing or dangerous kidney disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month
l'ablets or Liquid and see what it can and wU
do for you. Druggist recommend and sell

Regular Price

Why suffer with
nainwhen

BAlLARUS SNOW
LINIMENT

Dr. Snoop's

IntestorativQ
S

CO.

..20c.

k

it

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

..5c.

ii

ii

..35c.

ii

ii

..15c

...40c.

ii

ii

50c.

ii

ii

...65c.

ii

ii

..20c.
..25c.
..50c.

.

ii

Reduced to

,25c.

i

.

. .

WILL CURE

.

.

Cluett Shirts Reduced from $1.50 and $1.25

10c.

to.... 75c

These are Exceptional Bargains

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.
writes : "I use Ballard' s Snow

Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relieves burns anclscalds.'

Not Last

Will

and

Long

::

25c, 50c and $1.00

Mens Outing FlannelJPajamas Reduced to $1.25
off on all Mens Winter Overcoats

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

WE LEAD OTHER FOLLOW

1--

ST. LOUIS. MO.,

3

THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY

CENTURY

FOR

A

HALF

P.

O

Box 219

Phone 36

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

Bessie Clinton Williams, wife of Dr.
James B. Williams, which occurred at
the home, 222 Garfield avenue. Mrs.
Williams had been ill a week and
death came as a relief from intense
suffering from peritonitis. She was
33 years of age
and was born in
Wilkes-BarrPa. She came with her
husband to Santa Fe about a year ago
from Bridgeport, Conn., and during
her short residence here had made
many friends to whom the sad news
will come as a personal grief. Mrs.
Williams is survived by a son, Gilbert,
sixteen months old, in addition to the
sorrowing husband. Arrangements for
the funeral will be delayed until

FOR
Economy in Fuel

e,

friends arrive from the east.
Medal Contest Tonight No one can
afford to miss the medal contest at
the High schol auditorium tonight,
The members of the legislature are
invited to be present and will enjoy
the program. The program begins at
8 o'clock and' will consist of musical
numbers and temperance addresses by
the freshman class of the High school
under the auspices of the W. C. T. U.
On Inspection Tour Two prominent gentlemen are in the city, both
officials of the Order of Modern Woodmen of America, Truman Plantz of
Warsaw, 111., attorney for the order,
and A. N. Bort, of Beloit, Wis., chairman of the board of national directors. Today they are the guests of C.
H. Ingraham, former head of the local
U. S. Bank and Trust company, Ingraham and Plantz being from the
same town. The gentlemen are engaged in making a tour of the terri-

tory to ascertain the conditions and
prospects of the various territorial
lodges of Woodmen and to see what
can be done to promote the Interests
of the order, the right having been
given the organization to operate in
New Mexico', only last June. According to Mr. Bort the order has a total
membership of one million scattered
states. The orthroughout thirty-sider is twenty-fivyears old and last
year made an Increase of 140,000 members. The order is especially strong
in the middle west, has a very large
representation in this territory, and
is in a highly prosperous condition.
Messrs. Bort and Pantz leave tomorrow for Albuquerque

Appearance
Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air r

Ticrht Heaters U!
0

THEY NEVER GO OUT

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutely
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

COLES

Magazine for
Hard Cold

The abca cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inspection of same. Owing ta the fact
of having purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

Phone
No 14

w

HARDWARE CO. JV

x

e

CALL UP 'PHONE

FRESH EGGS
On

nr ALL
M
H THEktt
TIME
a

Telephone No 148 Red
MRS. Oi TO RE1SCH.

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HCKS

(Continued On Page Eight.)

'

LARGE QUANTITIES

and small quantities at prices
that make it worth your while to

H. C. VONT7

DIAMONDS

C. W. Duclfow.

Line.

HAS. GL0SS0EU.

of us.

Farming Timbers, Siding
Joist Shingles and every requi
site of the modem Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
patronage.

9

NO.

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Driven Furnished. Rates Right

purchase all.

LUMBER

STRIPLING-BURROW-

w

l;

New York.
Woodmen Meet Tonight An open
meeting of Santa Fe camp of the
Modern Woodmen of America will be
held tonight in Odd Fellows' hall in
lower San Francisco street. Truman
Plantz of Warsaw, 111., and A. N.
Bort of Beloit, Wis., directors of the
national camp of the M. W. of A., arrived this morning and will address
the meeting tonight,' The general pubTomorrow
lic is cordially invited.
night they will speak in Albuquerque.'
A Card. The attempt made several
weeks ago by parties to have the
opera house condemned, which failed,
has since been carried on by the same
scoundrels in sending out a rumor
that the opera house was closed and I
was going out of the show business
which is not true. I am here to stay.
Last night a scamp threw stones
through the windows of the front
doors, breaking several panes of glass.
I will pay a liberal reward for information that will lead to the arrest and
conviction of these parties.
A. M. DITTELBACH,
Manager Opera House.
Lincoln Standing room
Abraham
only was the cry at the first show at
the opera house last night. The great
film "Life of Abraham Lincoln" was
the attraction and as it will be shown
but a few times more all should see
it. The history of the great emancipator from boyhood to death should
be known to every patriotic American
and all children should see this picture of the man, and remember the
The
days that tried men's souls.
other pictures "A Peasant Girl's Loyalty," and "The Lover's Stratagem"
are very amusing. Don t forget to
come tonight and send the children to
tomorrow's matinee.
Weather Report Partly cloudy and
threatening weather prevailed yesterday. A sprinkle of rain occurred early
this morning amounting to .01 of an
inch. The maximum temperature yesterday was 43 degrees at 3:20 p. m.
and the minimum was 27 degrees at
7:30 a. m.; the mean temperature
was 35 degrees or 7 degrees above
normal.
The relative humidity at 6
a. m. was 63 per cent; at 6 p. m. 55
per cent; relative humidity, average
for the day, 60 pe rcent. Lowest temperature during last night, 39 degrees;

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

CHILDREN UNDERWEAR
AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES
it

Representatives from
Price Walters, member of the
House, from San Juan county, and A.
E. Wright, a tourist from Machias,
House

Win.

OF

sideration private.

fegs iW Leather.

Co.

WE ARE CLOSING OUT ODD LOTS

New Lettering The windows of the
First, National bank are beins
and very tasty signs are beini;
placed thereon.
Real Estate Sale Attorney R. H.
Hanna yesterday purchased from his
mother, Mrs. I. B. Hanna, a modern
brick cottage on Johnson street. ConNew Automobile Joe E. Lacome,
proprietor of the Claire hotel has purrunof th-chased a new auto-ca- r
is
about style and
enjoying spins
about' the city.
Several Lodge Visitors There were
several visiting brothers present at
last night's meeting of Santa Fe lodge,
No. 2, I. O. O. F. Among them were
James W. Myllens, member of the

Incorporated 1903

:Z ::r

Mexican filigree
--

P.IGHT SERVICE

JEWELERY-f

WATCHES

'ZZZ
Data Mathod.

CUT GIAS8, CHINA AND SIVERWMI.
I4S tun Franciaco Straat, Santa Fa. N. M.

D

OF ANY BETTER REMEDY FOR .COUGHS,
COLDS AND BRONCHUS THAN COMPOUND
WHITE PINE TAR MENTHABOLATED

SOLD BY

PHONE.
NO. 213.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
Pi'j"'V.;?a!',
" .J'

.'I

,'

'

PHONE.
NO. 213.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land Forest.
"Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., December
23rd, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that William
H. Rogers, of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
who, on January 17th, 1902, made
Tiomestead entry No. C783 (03006) for
E NEV4, SWA NEVi and
SE
Section 23, Township 20 N., Range
2 E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
e
of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above .described, before register
or receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
12th day of February, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Hugh
Hurray, of Jemez Springs, N. M.; Edward McCauley, of Jtmez Springs, N.
M.; Samuel Adams, of Jemez Springs,
N. M.; Elijah M. Fenton, of Jemez
no-tic-

Springs,

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land Forest Reserve.
Serial No. 03537.
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Cast-mirOrtiz, of Rowe, N. M who, on
April 9, 1903, made Homestead Entry
No. 7483, for Serial No. 03537, SE
Section 13, Township 1C N, Range 13
E, New Mexico P. M has filed notice
of Intention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 11, 1909.

o

FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07842.
Department of the Interior.
JJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

U. S. Lafld Office,

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Paz

4

1--

4

1--

U90fl.

Roybal of Nambe, N. M., who, on

De-

cember 10, 190G. made Homestead en
08030
Serial No.
No. 10,- try
W
of
NE
of NW
nd S
of Sec
tion 25, Township 19 N., Range 10 E
N. M., P. M., has filed notice of Intention to make final five-yea- r
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the United States land of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th
day or March, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Ra
for

67

2

2

4

4

"ua",

'
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The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe
popular fl.50 a day hotel, is now un
der the management of Hugh F. Du
Val. Extensive improvements are be
ing made, the cuisine materially Improved and the new landlord propose,
to make the Normandie the best mod
erate priced hotel in the territory
Give this hotel a try.

1
J

I

I

Subscribe lor the Itew Mexican.

.ess

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
jJFU for ipractical life under modern conditions. Complete
A 11 College courses are olfered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Civil and

Electrical

Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course.

Expenses.are low and there are many opportunities
'
.
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information; address the President.
,

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.

i
:t

:

I

i

120 San Francisco St

i

;i
i.

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

Twe Weeks nly
eCial

Sp

bale

Latest Novel- ties in Fall add Winter Dress
6oods.
j
Of

39

Army

if

"A."

'

V

,

or,"

'

Through Academic course, preparing young
life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
u ibe beautiful Pecos
Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
fpet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from gtardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern Ir all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps Wblte,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and Wt
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL JAt, W. WILL30N,
men for college or for business

'

o

tlons, however, Including an agricultural and mechanical college, a mili-

tary Institute, a territorial university,

I

a school of mines, a normal school and
We
the following from the various eleemosynary institutions. A
Superintendent
El Paso Herald as an interesting opin- well
regulated territorial penitentiary
"WW
ion regarding statehood:
is also conducted at Santa Fe, and the
Territorial Claim to Right of State- territory does not farm out her conhood.
victs. Many large private colleges
New Mexico and Arizona, both In make their home in the
territory and
the trade territory of El Paso, will others ane
These celebrated Hot Springs are lo- - est alkalln Hot 8prlngs In the worla.
projected.
come into the I nlon as states during
The government has several impor- - eated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these watere has
the present year if no unforseen cir- tant Indian schools in both territories. Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
mllee west of been thoroughly tested by the miraccumstance arises at Washington
to
The affairs of the two territories T0B "nd nnY mile north of 8anta ulous curee atteeted to in the followdelay the bill that now seems certain are administered by capable execu- - F
IDOut twelva miles from Bar- - ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
of passage, and with the creation of tlves. the
tncc
8tatlon, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'e Dlseaeo
governors, Jos. Kibbey, of
states out of these two rich andthriv- - Arizona, and
Railroad, from which point a of the Kldneye, Syphilitic and MercurCurrv.
New
of
George
j ng territories, a new era will dawn
of ,ts,8' run t0 th' P1,1'- - ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
Mexico, being appointees of President daly
for the entire Southwest. The people Roosevelt and in turn
Th
of these watere. Is Grippe, all Female Complaints,
etc
temperature
naming their
Eoard, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
official families. The president was ,rom ,0 to 122 de9ree Th 0"
rbone- - Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Congress after Congress has re particularly fortunate in his selec- fused until the present time, when tlons, for the two men and
nd delightful the entire year Stage meete Denver trains and waits
their as- with both parties pledged to statehood slstants are trivintr th
Is now a commodious ho- - for Santj Fe train upon request. This
round.
Ther
tprHtnvw v.
the people do not see how they can cellent administrations. Both terri- - tel for the convenience of Invalids and resort le attractive at all seasons and
con-tiois open all winter. Passengere for OJe
lose,
tories went Republican at the late elec- - 'l0U,,l, K,0P'
""""Q "
and
eontagl-Andrew- s
can leave 8anta Fe at I a. ra
Caliente
other
umPtlon
Rich In Resources.
cancer,
New Mexico returning W. H.
not ccepted. These and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 a. m., thr
New Mexico and Arizona are both
to Congress, and Arizona ou
watere contain 1,620.24 grains of alka aame day. For further partlcularo a
rich In many possibilities.
electing Ralph Cameron, Republican, line
ealte to the gallon, being the rich dress:
The mineral output of Arizona is over the former Democratic
delegate,
her greatest asset, her copper produc- Mark Smith.
tion being; the largest in the United
The population of the two territorStates, but she is also rich in agri- ies is increasing very rapidly
and
Taoej Coantv W. M
cultural possibilities and every one of towns are springing up with
great
the hundreds of fertile valleys rapidity. Some of the biggest minthroughout the territory is productive ing companies in the United States
beyond the most sanguine
expectaare Operating in the territories, partion, when the water is applied in sea- ticularly Arizona, and to their operason from the streams. From dates, tions is due in a
large measure, the
oranges, olives1 and almonds,'
rapid growth of many of the towns
products, of the Yuma and and cities, especially of Arizona.
Salt River valleys; to apples of the Morenci. Clifton, Bisbee,
'Douglas,
very finest flavor and quality in the Globe, Silver City, and 'others that
colder region of the north, Arizona's might
easily be named, have been
TO
products are varied and her possibili- built by the mining interests and all
ties many.
are modern and progressive, far more
Arizona has one of the best public so than their
counterparts in populaschool systems in the country and tion and size in the older
eastern
education is compulsory. She has two communities.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
agricultural experiment farms, two
normal schols for the education of her
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
teachers, a university without a su- NEW MEXICO'S
re-pij-

V

OJO CALIEfJTE rjOT SPRINGS.

:

Gd

"'.,birt

Claimant names as witnesses:
Martin Gonzales and Vincente Jim
Frank Archibeque,
Felipe Mares, enez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
Juan Padillo, all of Cerrillos, N. M.;
.,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
"
Cristobal Anaya. of Galistio, N. M.
Register,
r, MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
The Pure Food Law.
Engraved cards fla vww una wad
Secretary Wilson, says, "One of the
ding invitations a specialty at the New objects of the law is to inform the conMexican Printing office. An one stand sumer of the
presence of certain harming m need of such will do well to ful drugs in medicines." The law recall at this office and, examine sam quires that the amount of chloroform,
jples, style of work and orices.
opium, morphine, and ottier habit
forming drugs be stated on the label
of each bottle. The manufacturers of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy have always claimed that their remedy did not
contain any of these drug?, and the
truth of this claim is now fully proven,
as no mention of them is made on the
label. This remedy is not only one
of the safest, but one of the best in
use for coughs1 and colds. Its value
has ben proven beyond question dur
ing the many years it has been in general use. For sale by all druggists.

"

Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

IL il

'T

HOW OUTSIDERS LOOK
ON STATEHOOD

Serial. No. 08030.
Department of the Interior,

NEW MEXICO.

ROSWELL,

"The Wet. Point of the Southwest."

Before any sore can heal, the cause which produces it must be
removed
As long as the blood, from which our systems receive their
necessary nour

wn-ci-

NOTICE

Dec. 29, 1908.

New Mexico Military Institute

Jshment and strength, remains impure and contamiuated with disease
germs
any old sore on the body will remain open, and resist every effort made to
and
tlssues of the flesh around the places are continune.rVeS
ally fed with unhealthy matter and nature is simply disposing of the poison
by draining it from the system through the sore. The only cure for an old
sore is a thorough cleansing of the blood,
entirely ridding the system of the
cause, b. S. S. heals old sores by removing
of impurity from
every
the circulation. It goes down to the very bottom ofparticle
the trouble and so com- e circuiauon Wat mere is no
longer any impurity to drain
.V
through the sore, but the place is once more nourished with rich, health- Claimant names as witnesses: ful blood. i. S. S. heals the sore from
the bottom, the place soon fills in
Manuel Quintana, Jesus Gutierrez, with
healthy, firm flesh, the tenderness leaves, all discharge ceases, the
of
Andrea Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all
skin regains its natural color and when S. S. S. has
thoroughly cleansed and
Row, N. M.
purified the blood the place is permanently healed. Book on Sores and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ouu any meuicai aavice tree to all who write
Register.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land.

'Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
Jose Mares, of Cerrillos, New Mex.,
who, on Sept. 17, 1906, made
.stead entry Serial No. 07842, No. 10047,
'for SE
NW
NE
SW
JLots
Section
38, Township 14
"North, Range 9 East, New Mexico
Prin. Meridian, has filed notice of indention to make final
Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
!U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
'Mexico, on the 11th day of March,

HEALS
oOLD SORES

4

Register.

t
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,
01orHen1.

semi-tropic-

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

al

General Express Forwarders

All

perior anywhere, territory eleemosynary institutions and model territorial
prisons; in fact is as
as any
state in the Union and is ready and Allotment

has been ready for statehood for many
years. The government is spending
many millions of dollars on reclamation works in the Salt River and Yuma
valleys on irrigation projects to r'e- the rich land that needs irriga
i claim
tion.
New Mexico.
New Mexico, while her mineral output is large and varied, owes most of
her prosperity to the livestock
and
wool industries, although
farming in-

terests are largely represented and
the timber of the territory has added
much to the wealth or the
people.
Many sections of the territory are
ideal for farming and the Pecos
valley
farming is possible by artesian irrigation. In most of the other regions irrigation from streams is necessary
and the damming and conservation of
the water is therefore necessary. The
government has spent and is spending vast sums on irrigation enterprises in the Pecos and Rio Grande
valleys to develop the country for the
people of this rich terirtory, and the
miner, the cattleman, the sheep man
and the lumberman, are
doing and
have done much to make the
territory

prosperous.
Farming and Mining.
The "dry farmer" is a new factor
in
the life of New Mexico, who
has entered it within the past few
years, and
with great success J A
"dry. farmer"
is a man who in a
region of rainfall
Under twenty-fiv- e
inches annually,
cultivates the land scientifically
raises a crop upon land that has and
in
the past been deemed "worthless- he
conserves the moisture, so thnt t i
sufficient for his crop. These farm- eis nave met with most flattering success and add a new feature to
the important possibilities of the territory.
Mining development has been rapid
in New Mexico in the
past few years,
and some very rich strikes have been
made, particularly in the region
around Silver City and in the Hachita
district, where in the past year has
come into existence the marvelous
gold field of Sylvanite, "the new Cripple Creek."
In the Pecos valley, of New
Mexico,
some of the finest fruit in the world
is produced, and the
cantaloupes of
the Mesilla valley last season were
the prize winners of the United
States. Alfalfa without a rival in the
world is also grown in these two valleys as well as In many other regions
of New Mexico and also
quite extensively in Arizona.
Schools.
New Mexico has good public schools
but the terms outside the cities are in
some instances rather short, and this
is one of the features which It is desired to improve with the rnniwinir
(of statehood. New Mexico maintains
many valuable
educational
institu- i

MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreiga Countries.

SHARE $24,464
of

Forestry Funds Made-War- rants
Issued to the Western

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

States.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 22. The
secretary of the treasury has Issued
warrants to various western states
for their allotments of forest reserve
funds for the fiscal year ending June
CO, 1908, being 25 per cent of the re- ceipts from sales of timber in the re- spective 6tates.
The aggregate amount issued Is
Of this Colorado receives,
$144,279.
$59,7C1. Utah $32,681. Wyoming $35,- 170, Idaho $71,423. Montana $61,941
and New Mexico $24,464.
Western Phosphate Lands.
Senator Smoot has introduced a
bill directing the secretary of the interlor, after examination and classifl-- ;
cation of phosphate lands by the geo-'- .
logical survey, to restore such land to
entry and settlement when it can be
done without prejudice to the government. It proposes the creation of a
commission to examine claims and en- tries of phosphate lands with a view
to clearing and establishing their val-- ,
idity, and authorizes the secetary of
the interior to lease phosphate lands
on terms prescribed by him.
Land Bills Favored.
Representative Mondell has made
favorable reports from the house pnb-li- e
lands committee on his bills for
n Mirvey of public lands, for bringing
to date the statute providing for cancellation of railroad rights of way on
which no construction work has been
and authorizing the secretary of the interior to correct errors
in descriptions of land.
-'

Fever Sores.
Fever sores and old chronic sores
should not be healed entirely, but
should be taken in healthy condition
This can be done by applying Cham
berlain's Salve. This salve has no
superior for this purpose. It is also
most excellent for chapped hands,
sore nipples, burns and diseases of
the skin. For sale by all druggists;

Parts of the World.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent
'
j

,

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.
College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,

VE SCHOOLS

Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

U3SJTV

ERSITY

at reasonable rates.
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

pig1fefg- -

S27 wan

Indian and

Fmnclece Street.

Hi

Hares

and Gnrlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets ana" Other Gems
OUR MOTTO: Ts Have the Best of Everything In Our Una,

The Hew Mencan ean cro printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
nd you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities fo rturning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the West

DUDROW & M0NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

The New Mexican .Printing company has on hand a large supply of
pada and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants;
good everywhere.
We will sell them at 5 cents In book
form.
Legal blanks both ' English
Spanish for Bale by the New
ican Printing company.

and

EMBALMERS

.

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING

Mex-

106 Palace

Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

Telephone

142.

Night

152

House.
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were transcribed in a thousand 'and
one forms in his editorials, in his descriptive articles, in his scores of publications, and more than that, they are
coming true within his life time. Of
course, Colonel Frost had enemies,
some men had cause to feel very bitterly toward him, but he also ha
friends, friends tried and true, upon
whom he lavished his confidence, h '
ambitions and at times his means. A
man of such positive views and characteristics was bound to arouse antagonism, enmity which often cost
him dearly, but he never wavered i
the course he had outlined for himself. To his detractors, it is sufficient to say, that although during
his thirty years of activity in the poand journalist'c
business
litical,
sphere in New Mexico, he had many
opportunities to enrich himself, he retires with very modest means at hi)
command. Naught that the writer ca.i
say will add or subtract from the heroic figure that bore his terrible physical disability and suffering wit.i
such stoicism. The majority of other
men would have been crushed, he was
merely incited to renewed efforts to
conquer all obstacles that Impeded
his ambitions, His service to the Republican party, to New Mexico journalism, to the commonwealth, are a
matter of history and the biographer
and historian of the future will assign to Co!onel Max. Frost no mean
place in the story of the founding of
the great Sunshine State.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'y-TreaPAUL A. F. WALTER, Editor.
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not at first be given too much power,
which might not always be used for
The New Mexican is watching with good.
"The recommendation for a higher
a great doal of interest the press comments upon Covenor Curry's message basis of assessment, coupled with a
and a lower avto the legislative assembly. Thus far general equalization
is wise and progrestax
rate,
erage
it has noticed no adverse criticism of sive. New Mexico has an abnormally
the message in its entirety and no ob- high average tax rate (considering all
in de- forms of taxation), but the notion conjection to its recommendations
to an outsider is all wrong, for
tail, .except that the Las Vegas Optic veyedbasis of assessment is
'he
ridiculously
recomdoes not quite agree with his
low. Moreover, certain Interests do
mendation to place the coal oil inspec- not bear their proportion of taxes, even
tor on a salary. How the message is on the existing basis. The governor's
viewed outside of the territoy can view is correct, and his recommendashould prevail.
best be gauged from the following edi- tions
"The
suggestions about good roads
torial of the El Paso Hrald:
are original and worthy of
legislation
"Governor Curry's annual message, careful consideration
by the legislaa full summary of which was printed ture. The governor proposes' that the
in yesterday's Herald, contains many central territorial government take
recommendations for new legislation. direct interest in, and control over,
the Iriildlng of main roads, and that
And unlike the messages of our own the
territory aid with direct approstate executive, this paper of Gover- priations to supplement funds raised
nor Curry's proposes no destructive by local taxation. This is a just prinmeasures, nothing that would operate ciple, and New Mexico would thrive
to drive capital away or retard the greatly were it to be put vigorously
into general practice.
but solely
territory's development;
"The governor's views upon capital
measures for the common good, and
are very interesting, and
pub.ihment
for the reasonable regulation of public pointedly expressed. Governor Curry
AS OUTSIDERS VIEW IT.

'

service corporations.
"Governor Curry enjoys the confidence of both parties and of the whole
body of citizens to a degree seldom
attained by an appointive officer in a
territory. This fact makes it probable that his recommendations will
be heeded and that laws will be enacted to make effective his more im-

portant and definite policies.

the specific recommendations

of

capital punishment,
and adoption of the parole system
with indeterminate sentence.
"The proposed local option measure will be a wise step for the territory to take at this time. There is a
strong element in favor of statutory
"Abolition

thought of the time.

"As a state document the message
is a model of carefully collated facts
and conservative, progressive recommendations.
The territory is to be
Among
congratulated upon having an 'execuare the tive so well informed,
widely experienced, and so loyal to its best inter-

following:
"Local option;
"A railroad commission;
"Higher assessments for taxation,
and better equalization with corresponding reduction in tax rates;
territorial
good
"Comprehensive
with
approroad3 legislation,
general

priations;

believes that capital punishment seldom overtakes criminals above the
lowest class, and that it is no deter
rent. In urging the adoption of the
parole and indeterminate sentence.

ests."

LARGE

INCREASE IN CUT OF
TIMBER.
Uncle Sam's National Forests yielded an increase of 102 per cent in'tim- ..
,1
lUn
dpi' lnut too, mm.
IUI mm
liJUi,
jnu utn lac
returns
of
to
?S49,072.24
giving
the
Twenty-fiv- e
government.
per cent of
this amount went back to the states
in which the forests are located in
lieu of taxes, in accordance with the
provisions of the law. This revenue
will be added to the state's fund for
the support and maintenance of roads
and public schools.
The amount of timber cut from all
the national forests was 392,790,000
feet, board measure, a3 against
feet in the previous year. This
figure for 1908 does not include the
131,482,000 feet given away to settlers,
schools and churches under "free use"
permits. This mcrease of 102 per
cent shows a far better use and increasing productiveness of the forest
under conservative methods of cutting. There was a marked Increase
in small sales last year, resulting in
an increase of 236 per cent in thenurri'
ber of sales, notwithstanding the fact
that the timber contracted for was
far less in the aggregate than in 1907.
In making timber sales the forest
service seeks small in preference to
large sales, and aims to safea
for
future
supply
guard
to
swell
needs rather
than
the immediate receipts. Were it desired, the present receipts from timber sales could be quickly doubled.
During the year it was found necessary in the interest cf a continued
supply to restrict sales on many forests. Nevertheless, use of the national forests as a sour.ee. of timber
supply was more general than ever before.
The total receipts from timber
sales each year have been as follows:

or even constitutional prohibition.
But such a law would be too far in
advance of the needs and desires of
some communities, even the best citizens therein. The governor proposes
to let communities regulate the liquor
traffic, or abolish it, as they please,
within certain general limits. But one
feature of the governor's recommendation is quite out of the ordinary, and
highly significant; it is the plan to
make the liquor traffic directly answerable to territorial officers, taking
the matters of license and regulation
entirely out of the hands of local officers. Administered by an honest and
capable executive, such a law would
work well tind the benefits would be
great. Administered by a weak or
corrupt executive, such a law would
tend to relieve local officers of responsibility while providing no better
method of control. There have been
times when El Paso would have been
glad to see state officers, rangers, under Austin orders, enter actively the
work of enforcing laws within city 1905, $60,136.62; 1906, $245,013.40;
limits; but the work of state represen- 1907, $668,813.12; 1908, $849,027.24.
Payment for timber is always retatives in the person of locally elected
in advance. In large sales,
quired
county officers has usually been even
however, and in small sales on occaless effective along these lines than sion, payment is made in installments
that of municipal officers. To make so arranged as to protect the governGovernor Curry's plan effective, his ment against loss without imposing
state board must have at its command unnecessarily severe burdens upon the
Thus the receipts of each
an independent body of state police purchaser.
year represent substantially, but not
or rangers.
exactly, the value of the timber sold
"The governor's suggestion for a and removed during that year.
railorad commission is in line with
THE RETIREMENT OF COLONEL
the progressive thought of the terriFROST.
tory, regardless of party. New MexTo one associated with Colonel Max
ico has1 had the value of a commission Frost in his journalistic work during
brought to her attention sharply sev- the past decade, his retirement from
'active newspaper life comes as a trag
eral times by the effective action of
edy. sThe Daily New Mexican was
the Texas commission in matters aris- part of his life, it entered into the
ing along the interstate boundary and warp and woof of his existence, his
New activities revolved around it. To him
affecting both states equally.
advanceMexico "communities
have suffered It was a mighty lever for the
ment of New Mexico. He may have
wrongs' unredressed, while Texas com- erred occasionally in his methods but
munities perhaps only a mile or two the results achieved through his efaway, affected by like conditions, forts, have abundantly justified his
have received prompt attention with course in general. The visions he pos
Governor Curry's sessed of a greater New Mexico, of a
effective remedies.
proposal Is obviously tentative, for he glorious future for it, of the growth
realizes that the commission should pAd advancement of this historic city,
194,-872,0-

..

The seals and record books for noJOHN K. STAUFFER
taries public for sale by the New
Notary Public
Mexican Printing company at very . Office with the New Mexican Printreasonable rates. Seals for incorpor- ing Company.
ated companies are also handled. Call Santa t'e
New Mexico
at or address the New Mexican Printing company, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
It is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
The New Mexican can do printing
say that quickest and best results are
equal to that done in any of the large
obtained
by advertising in the New
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock Mexican.
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facllties for
Lame Shoulder Cured.
turning out every class of work, in
Lame shoulder is usually caused by
cluding one of thebest binderies in
rheumatism of the muscles and quickthe West.
ly yields to a few applications of
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. Mrs. F. H.

er
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W. PRICHARD

Q.

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa
, N. M.

TfE

FIRST JMTIDJiAL

EDWARD C. WADE.

BAP

OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

Practices In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

C.

w

.

RENEHAN & DAVIES,
E. P. Davies
Renehan
Attorneys-atLa- w

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
in Catron bloc!;'
New Mexico

OfBcfr

specialty,
Santa Fe,

'

Assistant Cashier

ABBOTT

Attorney-at-La-

A. B.

The oldest hanking Institution In New Mexico,
Established In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN K. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President
'ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

New Mexico

Practice In the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention ;iven to all buslr-essNew Mexico
Santa Fe,

n
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We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.
Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon tho blood
nd mucous surfaoes of the system.
sent free. Price 75 cents
Testimonials
McElwee, of Boistown, New Brunsbottle. Sold by all Druggists.
per
wick, writes: "Having been troubled
Take Hall's Family Pills for
for some time with a pain in my left
shoulder, I decided to give ChamberATTORN EYSAT-LAW- .
lain's Pain Balm a trial, with the reMAX FROST
If you want anything on earth try
sult that I got prompt relief." For
Attorney-at-Lisale by all druggists.
a
New
Mexican want "ad."
Santa Fe
New Mexico

Offices..
RADICAL MEASURES.
Las
Cruces,
Y.
Hewitt
yesterCouncilman John
measures
E.
day introduced a number of

of the greatesi. importance, bills that
are almost revolutionary In the'.r cha.-actbut that are in accordance with
advanced ideas. They will meet with
determined opposition, thev may deserve defeat, the New Mexican has
not yet analyzed them in detail, but
they will also arouse thought and
and that ,1s always worth
v. Idle.
The proposition to elect district attorneys by popular vote is not
a new one in New Mexico. It was bitterly opposed,, by former Governor
Hagerman two years ago. In manv,
if not most of the states, district attorneys are elected by the people, but
it is an open question whether the
plan would be a wise one at this time
in New Mexico, or whether Mr. Hewitt's bill will stand the test of examination by the committee on judiciary
of the Council. His bill for the regulation of railroad passenger rates was
also discussed two years ago and has
been discussed in many of the states
and in the highest courts of the land.
A measure of that kind must be carefully drawn and even more carefully
considered for the railroads are the
arteries of New Mexico, without
which trade and commerce would lan
to elect
The proposition
guish.
county commissioners by districts Instead of having the entire county vote
for the commissioner from each district, is not revolutionary but a new
proposition in the territory for it is
not many years ago, when there were
disnot even county commissioner
tricts. Similar in tenor, is the bill of
Councilman McBee for municipal government by commission in place of
officers such as mayor and city council. In Iowa and other states, several
cities report the remarkable success
of the commission plan of government
for municipalities, while many cities
have experienced the utter failure of
the prevalent, form of municipal government. But whether conditions in
New Mexico are ripe for these innovations may well be deemed a mooted

JANUARY

FRIDAY,

CHARLES F. EASLEY

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a

irpec--

ialty.

Santa Fe,

New Mexico

GEORGE B. BARBER.
Atlorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In the District Court and
Supreme Courtj of the Territory,
Prompt attention given to all busi
ness.
Lincoln County,
New Mexico

Capital 8tock $150,000.

undivided Profits,

ems'

Surplus

Transacts a general banking business

Its

all

in

t3,50f.

branches.

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
Its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and

all

In

foreign

Loans
and

col-

markets for

exchange

and

rnakes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time .deposits at the rat
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal

advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bsnk
ixecutea alt orders of its patrons In he banking line, and alms to
xtend to thrm as llbtrrl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with vafety and the principles of found banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patrecige of the public
respectfu ly solicitsd.
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HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
Attorneyt-at-La-

Practice

in he District Courts as
well as before t,ne Supreme Court tl

the Territory.
Las Cruces

MARK

District

'
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'
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One of the Best Hotels in the

THOMPSON

B.

Attorney-at-La-

Ana,

Eighth District.
Lincoln and Otero coun-

ties.
Las CruceSj

New Mexico

Dona

WILLIAM VAUGHN. Ptopt.

New Mexico

Attorney

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

HARVIE DUVAL.

--

Attorney-at-La-

Land, Mining and Corporation Law ex.
clusively. Practice in all the District
Courts and Supreme Court. Special at
tention to perfecting titles and organizing and financing land and- mininz
properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
banta Fe,
New Mexico
H. M. DOUGHERTY
-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

KmS"

'

O

-

Washington Avenue
AMERICAN

r

AND

'

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme anil Dis- trlct Courts of tho Territory. Office:

Socorro,
New Mexico
CATRON
AND GORTNER
A GREAT IDEA.
Attorneys ano Counsellors a Law
The Las Vegas Optic, in a beautiOffice: Catron Block
ful flow of' language and classic alSanta Fe,
New Mexico
lusions, takes an editorial fal'?out with
L.
O.
FULLLN
Rev. E. McQueen Gray and his Women's University proposition. Boiled
Attorney- - Law
District Attorney Ninth District Postal
down into prosaic language, the OpCommodious Sample Jmm
Telegraph Office
Office
over First Nationn.1 Bank.
tic's objection is that the plan is visNew Mexico
ionary and selfish, intended to prepare Roswell.
Long Distance Telephone Station.
a soft berth for Mr. McQueen Gray.
WILLIAM M'KEAN
But even if this were true, it would be
Attornej
no good reason to prevent the terriMining uu Land Law.
Steam Heated: Electric
New Mexico
FIRST CLASS CAFE
tory from embarking on this educa- Taos,
Lighted. Every Room
tional enterprise. Suppose Rev.E.
C. W. G. WARD.
IN CONNECTION
a Good One,
McQueen Gray is elected president1' of Territorial District Attorney for San
the University, which would depend Miguel ana Mora counties.
'
altogether upon a board of trustees Las Vegas '
New Mexico
FjSESS the button we do the best.
composed of the leading citizens of the
M. C. MECHEM.
Territory, if at the same time he finds
Attorney-at-Law- .
the ways and means to establish a Tucumcari,
New Mexico
great university endowed with mil- Jesse G.
Northcutt
C.
J. Roberts.
lions of dollars, where would be the
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS.
Runs on the European
loss? The men who laid the foundaAttorneys at Law.
tions upon which this mighty nation
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
is reared, were visionaries, yet sevColorado.
eral of them were elected president;
H. R. PUTNAM
the founders of Harvard University
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
were visionaries and possibly one of
Conveyancer.
the originators of the idea was elected
Loans and Real 'Estate.
its first president. Nearly all growth
.
A
New Merteo.
mmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmim'm'mimm'
HaMsjiiHaaMMiMV1'
and progress is the result of the' vis- - Texico,
Correspondents asking information
Ions of men with minds that take the
Prop.
wider view instead of the narrow view concerning the Territory of New Mexof envy that always insists upon the ico, promptly answered.
selfish motive of those advocating a
RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
great idea. It is true, that thus, far,
Bonds and Investments.
Mr. Gray offers nothing but his idea,
for the Third
his enthusiasm, his confidence, his en U. S. Commissioner
Short Order & Spanish
Electric Light, Hot and
ergy and his reputation, but ideas are Judicial District of New Mexico.
Cold Baths.
Dishes Speciality
New Mexico.
the seed of great achievements. How- Las Cruces,
RATES 60c. Up
Santa Fe, New Mexico, f
ever, the New Mexican is not at all Eastern and local bank references.
committed to Mr. Gray's plans or proCONY T. BROWN
For anything and everything appertaining to Printias or Biudin,
jects. It may be unwise for the Terri'
eall on the New Mexican ranting Company.
Mining Engineer.
tory to embark upon any educational
experiments and for the present it may Secretary and Treasurer New Mexibe well to devote all revenue and en- co School of Mines.
New Mexico
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ergy possible to the institutions al- Socorro,
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ready established' without making
08TEOPATHY,
speculative flyers in any other direcDR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
tion. But the Gray idea is a fascinattreats acute and
Successfully
ing and promising one and If its author can give some substantial assur- chronic diseases without ' drugs ov
ance that he will command success medicines. No charge for consulta'
every reasonable support and aid tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
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Hours:
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We Make a
Specialty of
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AND

FRAME

DEVEL0PINGPRINTrNG
AND ENLARGING.

Mall orders given prompt attention.

Send (or Catalogue.

HOWLANO & DEWEY COMPANY,:
10 8. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif
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OF WINTER MILLINERY
Half the regular price will buy
Fancy Feathers, Wings, Birds,
Hon. V. S. Hopewell of Albuquer- Hats. Cuds.
Baby Bonnets ttc.
que, la hobnobbing with legislators
STOCK M UST UK SOLD
and politicians today.
MISS A, MUGLER.
J. M.
School

Capital Stock

'

Superintendent

County

Southeast corner Plaza.

C. Chavez and son, of Abiquiu, are in

Santa Fe today on a business visit.
Dr. T. A. McCarthy, of the Federal
Bureau of Animal Industry, spent to- at Lamy on oillcicial business.
Mrs. Don W. Lusk left last evening
for a visit with relatives and friends
In Kansas City and Pittsburg, Kan.
Hon. Estevan Baca returned to So- corro last evening but will be on the
legislative deck again by Monday.

$50,000.

The New Mexican Printing; corn-dapany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justlces of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, mads of
good record paper, strongly and durabiy bound, with leather back and
J. B. Warner and J. J. Klrkpatrlck covers and canvas sides, hall full
went to Taos this morning on busi- index In front and the fee3 of justices
ness connected with an irrigation pro- of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
ject.
inches. These books are
Judge A. L. Kendall of Albuquerque, are 10
civil
and criminal dockets,
in
made
up
who is Interested In mining property
at Cerrillos, is in the city on business separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
matters.
Tom W. ITanna, livestock grower book, 80 pages civil and 220 pagas
and rhnvpn.nl iinrnpr nn the Onderdonk criminal. '1 o Introduce uiem iney die
rnnMi nonr T.nmv (a visiting relatives Offered at the following prices
?2.75
Civil or Criminal
in Rantn
4.00
. .
Criminal
and
Civil
Combined
re-'
Higinio Romero and D. Martinez
tnrnM tn thpir homes in Taos this ' For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 53 cents additional for
combination
docket, they will be sent
the capital
or
estate"
by mail
prepaid express. Cash in
Oliver
King, in the real
order. State
accompany
"lust
M"
nnd nrehnnl hnsinesa at Psnnnola. was
an arrival last evening over the D. & plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
R. G. railroad.
Fostmaster John Pflueger of Lamy,
who also conducts a general mercan-- '
Herewith are some bargains offered
ti e establishment at that place, Is In
a
bv
the New Mexican Printing
.
. iha
.
Fe on business.
..
01
nuteuuic ui w
Edward Howes, a prominent cattle I1311?; L.O(iea XTft...civilTwlrtrt
1C07 chonn
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STATES

UNITED

TRUST GO.
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SANTA FE, N. M.
attention to all
Prompt and careful
business entrusted to us.
4 per cent on timeCertiacates
We
pay

and Saving Accounts.
YOUR

BUSINESS SOLICITED.

DIRECTORS
N.B.

N.A. PERRY

LAUGLING

A. J. GREEN

C. H. BOWLDS
H. S. REED

TOOLS

CLEARING SALE

PERSONAL MENTION

C. H. BOWLDS, Cashier
P. F. KNIGHT, Asst. Cashier.

H. S. REED, President,
N.A. PERRY, Vico President
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FURNITURE
CHOICEST STOCK IN THE CITY
PRICES HEASON ABLE

coin-Sant-

THY OU1!

r

bound. $1: paper bound, 7oc. Missoui i
k
morning after spending some time in Pleading forms, $3; Missouri Code
x xne cny on Business.
the two for $10.
$6;
Mrs. Sherod and daughter Miss Pleadings,
Mexico
New
to
Code, Laws of
Adapted
))
Evelyn Sherod of Tuscumbia, Ala-- $
1S99, 1901 and 1003,
New
Mexico,
bama, are the guests of Mrs. Thomas
English and Spanish pamphlets, 23c;
Stewart of Palace avenue.
leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
full
In
J. J. Ford, commercial agent of the
Cover
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
New York Central railway lines, with
two or more books, $1 each.
$
headquarters in Denver was in the
Court Reports, Nos.
city yesterday and today on official 3 and 10 uSpreme
inclusive $3.30 each. Compil
business.
ation Cornoration Laws. 73c. Comnil- His judicial duties being over for Lt,on Minine Laws. 50c. Monev's
the time being, Judge Edward A. Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
ft Mann, the popular supreme court jus-sheep, $0.50; full list school blanks.
tice from Alaniogordo, left yesterday
Jij for his home.
The New Mexican Printing comC. A. Schewrich, manager of the
has on hand a large supply of
pany
K Bond Mercantile
company store at
and
tablets suitable for school
pads
north-owent
Rio
Grande
ft Pastura,
the
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
to
his
thi3
visit
motherland
morning
ft
and merchants;
good everywhere.
sister at Taos. ,
We will sell them at 5 cents in book
B. F. Pankey, owner of the Eaton
form.
grant, south of Santa Fe, where he is
engaged in catle raising, but who registers from Topeka, Kan., is In Santa
Fe on a business visit.
Fred Catchpole, cashier of the Citizen's bank at Pagosa Springs, was a
A. M. DETTELBACH.
passenger north this morning, returnInto
business
home
after
looking
ing
WE LEAD OTHER FOLLOWS
'; .,
conditions here for a week.
Elias E. Baca. J. D. Carrillo and
Ricardo Lobato of Socorro, who are We Originated, Others Copy
here for the legislature, are cosily
domici'ed as the guests of Jose Sanchez, 21G Agua Fria steet.
Mrs. C. A. Haynes left last evening
Every
for Mena, Ark., to visit her niece,
MONDAY and THURSDAY
Mrs. C. L. Castle, formerly Miss Eve,:'3
lyn dougherty of Santa Fe. Mrs. Cas Admission
tie will accompany Mrs. Haynes upon Reserved gents
'vir.j
her return to Santa Fe.
Evening show at 7:30 and 8:30.
at 3:30.
to, Satu.-daAlexander Read, distict attorney at
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Tierra Amarilla, returned
morning after having spent
the city on important legal matters
and incidentally to see the Thirty- eighth legislative assembly properly
started.
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Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M
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PAYING SI 00 FOR

Yi

v

and

O.

P. Depot

Phone

Y1HGL COSES

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

No. 85, Office Garfield Avenuo,

GRRQHIC

ALMONDS

CCU0I1S,

AND SAVE 50 CENTS
BY THE TRANSACT

TION

EVAPORATED

."v- COLDS AND ERONOHITiS
-

j

er

APPRIC0TS

K.

BARBER

-:

:- -:

CO.

New Figs
j

TABLE RAISINS
:

SEEDED RAISINS

The

and

FIVE CHAIR- S-

,

Racket StorP
FE, NEW MEXICO,

CURRANTS

C

I

T E O N

C. A. B1SHOM

O. C. WATSON

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

SWEET CIDER

IF

YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD.
ERN COTTAGE, CALL

SHOP

W ITU-- T. W. Roberts, E HBaca
F. S. Rivera, Al G. Slaughter
and W. M. Perry
Al first olnss barbers In charts. Call and
give us a trial at O K. Barber Sbop.
247 San Franciaco Jjitreot

WE

YOU HAVE TO BE SHOWN

WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN EXPLAIN
"
ING THE SYSTEM.'

PLUMS

run-dow-

0.

:-

T
IF

PEARS,

"I bave been troubled with a chronic
cold and bronchitis, for a long time;
and have tried many remedies without
finding relief. Through the kind suggestion of a friend 1 tried Vinol, and
after taking four bottles, am entirely
cured." A. H. Wilde, 733-8tAvenue,
Minneapolis, Minn.
S.
McDonald, 147 W. Congress
St. Paul, Minn., writes: "I con
tracted a severe cold last winter and
thought I would never get rid of it. I
tried Vinol as a last resort, and it has
completely cured me."
two world-fame- d
Vinol combines
tonics, the healing, medicinal properties of cod liver oil ana tonic Iron,
palatable and agreeable to the
weakest stomach.' For this, reason,
Vinol is unexcelled as a strength-buildfor old people, delicate chiln
weak
and
persons, afdren,
ter sickness and for Chronic Coughs,
Colds and Bronchitis.
S

x

:- -:

PEACHLS.

After Other Remedies Fail

STRIPLING-BURROW-

t

MAKE FIFTY CENTS
DO THE WORK OF

sins.
1908 CROP

at the "Racket" others dont

ome people are wise others are getting

Mil SCO.

H.S.

Hon. Malaquias Martinez, a former
member of the territorial legislature.
this
a
was
north
passenger
morning,
returning to his home
In Taos
after having seen the opening sessions of the territorial legislature. He will return within ten
days.
George B. Beringer, editor of the Raton Reporter, was in the city today,
KB
m stopping here on his way home after
a six weeks vacation spent on the Pacific coast. Beringer lays claim to be
ing the oldest New Mexico editor in
continuous service.

6.00

CAPITAL COAL YARD
'

THE Tl

1908 CROP

Men's Pajamas, nice warm ones
too; made of flannelette, figures and Stripes, these have no
collar; trimmed with white silk

I

in

ome people use soap others dont

r.v-it'-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

t

Mail Order Solicited.

(

hoirt'e this
a week in

The Colorado Rational Life

BEDS

Phone No 83.

Change of Program

COME

Iron Beds, Linoleum Lace Curtains

.

Famous

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

THAT'S ALL

FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS
IN AND

lilt

,

ROCKING CHAIRS, SIDE BOARDS
DRESSERS AND CHIFONIERS.

COME
.

l--

MATTRESSES

OPERA HOUSE

ARE OFFERING

.,

I

ON

US.

ME 6
'PMS !l.

We

USW

:-

-:

-:

Also Have Several Business Properties

For Sale.

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.

jVzw

Jx'co

S TIA T

I

Altitude

U N S

NO.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Kept in Stock and fcf sale by the
Santa Fe New Mexican Conforming to the Laws of New Mexico.

HKAL VV

MILKS

1

LEGAL BLANKS.

Central Iaildoad; Time Table.

HEAD DOWN
NO

FRIDAY, JANUARY 22, 1909.
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2

Palace.
Cole Railston and wife, Magdalena;
mi
J. G. Hoffman, Denver; Burt Chellis,
Deming;' C. H. Hermann, Melrose;
Mining Blank
M. Taur, Deming;
James J.
James
sheet.
Location
Amended
Notice,
P.
J.
Hannum,
sheet Rice, Cincinnati, O.;
Agreement of Publisher,
Taiban; L. M. Disney, Chicago; Ross
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet McMillan, U. S. F. S.; M. C. Mechem;
Notice Mining Location,
4
sbet. G. J. DeAndries, New York; O. C.
Placer Mining Location,
King. Espanola; C J. Plimmey, South
of
Bond
Title
Mining Property,
Bend, Ind.; W. E. Smith, LaVeta; A.
sheet.
J. Carruth and wife. Herrlnfiton, Kan.;
Mining Deed, t sheet
Truman
A. N. Bort, Belolt, Wis.;
sheet.
Lease,
Mining
sheet. Plantz, Warsaw, 111.; U. G. Temple,
Coal Declatory Statement,
Coal Declaratory Statement with F. F. Roose, Denver; C. W. Moss, P.
J. Templey, El Paso; Joe Gran, J. J.
Power of an Attorney,
Ford, O. D. Bryan, A. W. Colier. Miss
sheet.
Louise Ermay, Denver.
Affidavit and Corroborating
Claire.
sheet
Affidavit,
sheet.
Notice of Rlgh to Water,
Fred Catchpole, Pagosa Springs,
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of No-Ic- Colo.; George H. Hayward, city; E. B.
sheet.
Trubery, Chicago; J. P. O'Brten, Wil-larsheet
Affidavit of Assessment,
C. V. Harris, Portales; W. S.
H.
W.
Stock Blanks.
Hopewell,
Albuquerque;
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven- Slaughter, Alliance, Ohio; George B.
Welsh, Spokane; Adrian L. Sanchez,
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
BUI of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, 40 Albuquerque; E. F. Howes, Alamosa;
A. B. Harris, Ft. Sumner; I. M. Den-necents per book.
not
Chicago; John S. Taylor, Kansas
Animals
Sale
Bill of
Bearing
City; W. B. Gates, Tolar; J. M. Gaar,
eVndor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
B. F. Pankey,
Deming;
Topeka;
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
George B. Binnger, Raton; Otto J.
sheet.
Scholer, Kenosha, Wis.; Fred Scholer
Bill of Sale,
shet.
Hanand
and
wife, Chicago; D, B. McCall, DalDrive
to
Gather,
Authority
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Record- las; T. J. Shea, Jr., New Orleans; H.
W. Estes, Memphis, Tenn.
ed Brand,
sheet
Han-li- e
Normandie.
Drive
and
to
Gather,
Authority
E. Miera and wife, Canon City;
Animals Not Bearing Owner's RecLuis Jennings, Greenville, Miss.; T. E.
orded Brand, 2 Bheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Harris, Denver; G. Bellino, A. Haber-lein- ,
El Paso; Edwin Barron,
AlaBlanks.
Justice of the Pea:e
A.
L.
A.
A.
sheet.
mosa;
Martinez,
Martinez,
Bonds,
Appeal
Rio Grande; J. O. Connor, Antonito;
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, 2 sheet.
A.
sheet
Meredith, city; A. C. Eubank, Colo
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bona on Continuance, rado Springs; J, M, Chavez, Abiquiu,
sheet
(J. P.)
Corenado.
Bond of Appearance, (District Court)'
R. I. Smith, Denver; E, R,
Johnson,
2 sheet.
Aewton, 111.; George Cftrr, Stanley; G,
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet L. Henning, Morlarty; R, L. Porter,
Bond to Keep the Peace, 2 sheet Estancia; A. Maples, Mora,
sheet
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComDon't Take the Risk.
When you have a bad cousrh or cold
sheet
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum do not let it drag along until it be
comes chronic bronchitis or develons
mons,
sheet.
into an attack of pneumonia, but give
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet
Execution Forcible Entry and De it tne attention it deserves and get rid
shoet.
of it. Take Chamberlain's Cough Rem
tainer,
sheet
Replevin Writ
edy and you are mire of prompt relief.
From a small beginning the sale and
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings,
4
use of this prepaartlon has extended
Complaint,
to all parts of the United States and
sheet
to many foreign countries. Its many
sheet.
Warrant,
4
sheet.
Commitment,
remarkable cures of coughs and colds
Attachment Affidavit,
have won for it this wide reputation
sheet
Attachment Bond,
and extensive use. Sold by all
sheet.

TIME TABLE ALL LINIS

FRUTERXU SOCIETIES

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Complied According to Scedule of
Trains Now in Effect.

MASONIC

immt

pm
pm

25
8 26
4 36 pm
6 14pm
6 40pm

0
22

pm
pm
pin
p

68

6 06

39
09
111
28
10 p in
8 48
9 80pm
7 65am
U 45 a m
8 00am
6
7
7
8

pm

"

62

80
92
99
110

"
"

a

l.v,

6 50
6 50

Morlarty
Mcintosh

"

61

Ke

Kuniu'ily
Stan ley

"
"

41

2 13
7 00
7 06

Santa

I. v.

KSTANCIA
W'llllard

7,000
6,050

v;

6,140

'I.v.

in
a m

Torrttnut
Kansas Oily
St. I.mils

Ar,
"

pin
a m

"

pm

6475
12 49 a in
10 40 p in
8 59 a in
1130 pm

Ar,
l.v.
"
"
"

I'IiIi-hk-

Kll'aso

Ar.

1

115pm

20pm

05 p m
05
22 pm
65 p in

pm

mlui
12

6,1251
6,210
'
6,295

"

Ktaiu--

6
4
3
2

6,250
6,176

'",

1'roni-t-s-

"

Ar,
"
"
"
"

25 p III

1155am
11 35 H
10 45

111

a in

i

10 50

am

40am

10
10 02

p in

9 00 p in
6 20 pm

Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
gency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,

"'p

free upon application.

freight scrvics to and from all Eastern and Western markets.

J.P
CITY

LYNG.

FREIGHT

PASSENGER AGENT.

AND

St, Louis Rocky Mt, &

Pacific

Railway

1-- 2

4

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

l-'-

2

2

Non-miner-

2

Non-miner-

2

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 2

4

Company.

1--

1-- 4

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1.
DAILY

Miles From
lies Moines

2

1-- 2

Miles From

STATIONS.

No 2
DAILY

Raton

1--

1-- 4

10 00 a.
10 12 a.
10 85 a.
10 50 a.
11 06 a.
11 20 a.
11 45 a.
12 20 p.
12 46 p.
80 p.
60 p.
84 16 P.
4 45 p
4 66 P.
36 60 p.
6 15 p
6 36 p.
7 08 p.
i. 10 p.
7. 23 p.
7. 45 p.

m.
m.
m.
m.
in.

Lv Pes Moines,
Humaldu,
Dedman

Q

11

16
20
26
81
42

m

m,
m.
in.
m.
m.
m,
m.
m.
m.
ni.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

Capulln

Vigil
Thompson

89

Arr,
Lt.

49
46

29
24

"

"

Cunningham

Clifton House Junction "
Arr.
RATON N M
Lv.
"
Ollfton House Junction

49
42
49
58
66
68
77

N: M.
"
"
"

"
'

Preston
Koehler
Koehler Jnct,

18
7

Arr.
Lv.
Lv.

7
13

23
20
33

"

Oolfax
"
Oerrososo
Arr
Lv.
CIMARRON
M.
N.
Lv.
Arr.
Nash
n. M, Lv
"
Harlan

41
47

60
63
69

Ute Park

94

6 30 P, ni,
6 15 p. Ill,
4 66 p. Ill,
4 35
4 25
3 66
3 30
2 65 p. 111.
2 30 p. m
12 25 p. m,
12 05 p. m,
11 40 a. m,
11 06 a'
in,
11 15 a. in.
$10 15 a. m.
9 43 a. in.
9 25 a. m.
7 50 a. m.
7 40 a. in.
7 25 a. in.
7 00 a. m.

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

4

i

Connects with E. P.
S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
M., 6:15 p. m.
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and
depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. & 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
S. at Des Moines, E. P 4. S W at
Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following
points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Cerro,
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

& J, DEDMAN,

Superintendent
RATON,

N

M.

1--

4

1-- 4

1-- 4

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,

4

1-- 4

'

1-- 2

sheet
Letters of Administration,
sheet
Administrator's Bond and nath i
'
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet
2

2

Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet
Satisfaction of Mortagage,
sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

sheet.

Chattel Mortgage,

snet

1-- 2

Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
Power of Attorney,
shevt.
1--2

sheet.
Acknowledgment,
Mortgage Deed, 2 sheet.
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest, 4 sheet.
Warranty Deed, 2 sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,

Westbound,
Fe 3:40 p. m.

1-- 2

2

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.

M'CORD,

arrives ln Santa

Secretary.

S.int.-- ,

Fe Chapter No, 1
Regular convocation second Monday
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
of each month at MaLamy Branch.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. nx
S. SPITZ. H. P.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
8:25 a. m. ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
No. 720
Secretary.
4:20 p. m
No. 722
7:20 p. m.
No. 724
Santa Fe Coramandary
No. 1, K. T. Regular
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
11:10 a. m.
No. 721
conclave
fourth Mon6:50 p. m
No. 723
day in each month at
10:55 p. m. Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
No. 725
No. 720 connects with Noo 10 and 2,
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at H. F. STEPHENS. Recorder.
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Lamy,
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
No. 724 connects with Nos, 7 and ! on the third Monday of each month
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, east at 7:30 o'clock in the evening ln
bound.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza..
Main Line Via Lamy.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corNo. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy dially Invited to attend.
to Albuquerque to discharge passenCHA9. A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Mastt,
gers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
HENRT t. STEPHENS, U, '
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
Secretary
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
B. P. O. E.
10 from the south, and No, 3 from,
R. A. M.

the east
Herewith are some Dargarns oSered
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; piper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New, Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
Flexible
full leather, $3;
Sheriff's
Cover Pocke
Docket, single, $1.25;.
two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3. SO each; Compil
ation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compila-ges-t
full
of New Mexico Reports,
tion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's
16.50; full list school blanks.

Santa Fe Lodg No. 460, B. P. O. 1
oolds its regular session on the seo-nand fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
:1
T. P. GABLB, I
Exalted Ruler
J. D. SENA.
8ecretarf.
Stomach Trouble Cured.
If you have any trouble with your
stomach you should take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Mr J.
P. Klote of Edlna, Mo., says: "I have
used a great many different medicines
for stomach trouble, but find Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
more beneficial than any other remedy
I ever used." For sale by all

Subscribe for the Dally New
and get tho news.

Subscribe

for tne New Mexican.

"Elastic" Bookcase

Denver, Jan. 22. Chief Forester
Gillcord Pinchot, in a letter addressed to President Stone of the Colorado
State Forestry association, and read
at the annual meeting of that
body
gives assurance of his desire to
sheet.
remove objections to the administraRenewal of Chattel Mortgage,
tive rules of his department, insofar
beet.
as is possible and keep within
the
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet.
law.
Application for Bounty for Killins
One of the chief causes of
friction,
Wild Animals, 4 sheet
he says, is the disposition of applica-jtion- s
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed.
for patents to mining claims
Township Plats, 4 sheet.
within the forest reserves. He hopes
Township Plats, full sheet.
;that, through a conference to be held
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
in the near future with
representatives
General Blanki.
ot the American
Mining congress,
Bond of Deed,
sheet.
some understanding will be reached
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
that will remove this friction. How-1
General
'ever'
iays 6tress upoa the
claim that the forestry bureau in mnRt
sheet
Relinquishment,
instances is not to blame for the fail- Homestead Affidavit,
sheet, ure of
patents to issue upon applica
Homestead Application,
tion. Its duty, he savs. la to invent!.
sheet,
Rate as to the facts of the location,
Homestead Application,
surroundings,
probable mineral bear-in- g
sheet.
quality of the land, etc., but the
Affidavit,
final disposition of the application is
sheet
in the hands of the land office.
For
Small Holding Proof, full sheet
this
he thinks, a great deal of
reason,
No. 1 Homestead.
sheet. unfair criticism
falls upon the forestDesert Land Entry.
sheet.
service.
ry
2
sheet.
Affidavit,
Affidavit required on Claimant, 4- MODEL LICENSE LEAGUE
sheet. ,
069,
HOLDS THREE DAY SESSION
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sbeet.
Jan. 22. At this
Louisville, Ky
Claimants Testimony,
Juncture
when
the
prohibition movesheet.
has
ment
included
just
Tennessee, the
Declaration of Application,
National Model License League met
sheet.
2
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet here today to consider the growth
The
Affidavit and Order for Publication of the prohibition doctrine.
The
of Notice of Contest Against a Non-Fin- meeting will last three days.
avowed purpose of the league is to
2
sheet.
Proof,
take the saloon out of politics and
resident Entryman,
sheet
exclude all
from the resheet
,
tail liquor business.
Miscellaneous.
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
1--

1--

2

the original and only perfect sectional bookcase
made. The doors are

orafl

The hearings in the case of A. R,
Manby, et al., vs. Daniel Martinez et
al" ln m'ress before the referee,
Charles F. Easley, for the past five
uaib' we,e closea imay ror tne Pre9"
ent' but wiU be resumetl in the near
future. The Pueblo of Taos is one of
the defendants in this suit, which is
b,'ought to quiet title and for uarti- tion- - The Pueblo Indians have three
large tracts of lan(1 within the limits
ot ,ands c,a,med bv the Taos Valley
Land. comPany under the Antonio
Martinez Grant, and this hearing was
l"e iJl,nuse or introducing a por- tion of the testimony of the Indians in
support of their claims. C. C. Catron
and N. B. Laughlin represented the
plaintiffs. Judge A. J. Abbott, U. S.
attorney for the Pueblo Indians, represented the defendants.

non-bindin- g,

dust-proo-

oper-

f,

ate on roller bearings, and
positively cannot get out

of order. Bases furnished
with or without drawers.
Call and see them, or
send for catalog No. 105
y the New Mexican
Printing Company, Local

agents. 8anta

FF., N. M.

Rdbbe Stamp

PINCHOT SAYS HE IS
UNJUSTLY CRITICISED

1--

2

El Paso. Texas,

No. 425

1-- 4

to go El Paso.

R.

a. m.

Testimony Introduced By. Taos Pueblo
Indians to Sustain Their Claim to
Lands In Dispute.

2

n

Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe ALAN

1-- 4

Going to EI Paso?

V.

at 10:45

HEARING BEFORE
REFEREE EASLEY

1-- 2

1-- 2

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journey via
the S. F. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time you have occas-sio-

communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall et 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master

1-- 4

1-- 4

At Torrance at IltlO A. M.
Be in El Paso at 5:30 P.M.

ular

1--

sheet.
Execution,
sheet
Summons, 4 sheet.
sheet
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
J, van HOUTEN;
W. A. GORMAN,
Search Warrant,
sheet
V. Ores, and Gen JHgr- - Gen Pass- Agent Certificate of Marriage, 75 cents per
RATON. N. ill
RATON. N, iH. dozen.
Official Bond.
sheet
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Ooath

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426

1-- 2

2

Monteziinib Lodge No

si..

NEW MEXICO CENTRAc.
No. 1. Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
2:25 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
Fe at 5:20 p. m.

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

1-- 2

1-- 2

Direct IRoute

2

j

-

1-- 2

1-- 2

&Tiw7iiiTriM
2

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo

2

1-- 2

v

is Via the

Non-miner-

DM I

RIO

EMI LI

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

Through the ertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado,
v For information as to rates, train service, descriptive literature, etc. call cnV address.
S. K. HOOPER,

2

2

1-- 2

2

G.P,fo

Denver, Colo.

cBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

PRICE-LI5- T

1--

1--

1--

Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15a.
Or.e-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 6 Inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.

15e

One-lin- e

20c.

2

25c
Ue.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch Inch
Where type used is over one-hal- f
lf
one-haInch or fraction.
line for each

In

siz,

we charge for ons

DATES, ETC.

,

any town and data for
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
Regular line Dater
Deflnance Model Band Dstsr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
8TAMP PADS.
2x3
15 cents; 2
10 cents;
25 cents; 2
1
Local Dater

Fac-Smi- le

Me
.50
.35
1.60
1.50
1.60

SELF-INKIN-

4,

35

cents;

3

4,

50

cents;

4

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

2,

76

cents.
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WILLARD,
The Live Commercial

BELEN, NEW MEXICO.

City of the Estancia Valley

FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO-

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico W laid out in the fall of 1005 itisnnv-thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of me
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and west froLij
Chicago to all California points and the Santa Pe Cent rai Kali way i u (iu tug
from Santa Pe, N. M., in ciose connection wun tae Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Pe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

JLOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY.'

-

OM

F

a

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam Line of the Santa ,'f 'd
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City,
and points East to SaD
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing 1G,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up to date modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour,
wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future." cannot be
70-fo-

estimated.

THE WILLI ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

THE

COMPANY

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWWSITE

WILLARD TOWNS1TE
Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

ALL PAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MA1IAND FREIGHT TRAINS.
;OP THE SANTA PE WILL GO OVER. THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

semi-annuall-

vi

Tfv

DBu

W

A
Tfv

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,
WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION

: : : APPLY TO : : :

Vice-Pre- s

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well.graded and2.000 shade trees pn avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices pf lots are low and terms on EASY .PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
One-thirmay remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
purchase money, cash Two-thirone year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
d

ds

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOq WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

THE BELEN

of Company.

New Mexico.

Willard,
FAVORS KEEPING
A STRICT SABBATH

that an overwhelming majority of that
people in this locality are strongly in
favor of local option and stand ready
The New Mexican is In receipt of to vote for it as soon as they are
the following communication from given the privilege of voting on the
Honorable A. L. Morrison:
question. This fact amply proves that
FOR LOCAL OPTION.
they are fully in harmony with their
Editor New Mexican.
fellow citizens throughout the Union,
Dear Sir: The temperance move- in this splendid advance to a higher
ment, that is now sweeping over the plane of civilization and refinement.
Southern states, is creditable in the It goes without saying that the citihighest degree to the good people of zens of New Mexico, of Spanish dethat part of the Republic; they have scent, yield to none in their adherence
set a noble example which ought to to law, order and good government.
be followed by other states. Although Another of the provisions of, the proit is possible, that all the goodex-pecte- posed law is as follows: "Sec. 20. No
from the movement, will, not person shall sell, deliver, or give away,
be immediately realized, the jfesults or cause or permit
pr procure to be
cannot fail to be beneficial to the sold, delivered or given away any licountry at large. Of course there quor, First, to a minor, nor to a minor
must be a strong, healthy public sen- for any other person; second, to an
timent behind it to insure its success, intoxicated person; third, to an habitwithout that, failure would be inevit- ual drunkard; fourth to any person
able, for all laws enacted for the en- where notice in writing, has been givforcement of the temperance Idea will en, in accordance with section 33 of
be fought bitterly and persistently. It this chapter, forbidding sale or delivhas been so elsewhere and doubtless ery to such person." Section 33 makes
will be here. In his message to the ample provision for the language to
legislature (which is certainly one of be used in such notices and the servthe very ablest, and most comprehen- ing of the same. These sections should
sive documents that ever issued from be passed without changing a single
the Executive Office of New Mexico), word; they are perfect just as they
Governor Curry says: "I recommend are. This is one of those questions on
that you pass a local option law which which there can he no honest differwill allow each community in the Ter- ence of opinion. It is difficult to imritory to decide for itself whether or agine a more wicked crime, than sellnot liquor shall be sold within its ing or giving intoxicating liquor to a
precincts. I consider this plan in har- - minor, as it may be the beginning of
mony with the fundamental principles a life of dissipation, and ruin. Sellof American government." I firmly ing or giving, such liquor to an habitbelieve that this recommendation will ual drunkard, is just as wicked; for
meet the approval of a great majority it is well known that after having passof our people. Great care, however, ed a certain point in their downward
must be exercised in laying out the; career, they lose all resisting power,
subdivisions in which the citizens and become absolutely helpless in the
thereof shall vote for or against the! presence of the fatal drug; hence, they
prohibition of intoxicating liquors. I; should be protected in every possible
believe that the following, which is ' way, and thus assisted in recovering
taken from one of the bills which will ' their lost manhood. A man who has
be presented to the Legislature, should never tasted liquor, "and knows nothbe adopted: "No town or city should ing of the temptations that accompany
be suDamaea in maxing such subdi- it, deserves very little credit for revision.'' The reason for this provision maining a sober man; but a man who
and needs no argument. has fallen into such irreslstable tempis
Local option was adopted many years tations, and then, with the assistance
ago in Illinois, and it has fully answer- of God, rises from the mud and beed the highest expectations of its ad- comes a sober, useful citizen, is a man
vocates. It affords me much pleasure to be cherished, sustained, and
given
to say, in this connection, that I have every encouragement in the power of
been assured by several of the most his neighbors to bestow upon him.
prominent citizens of Spanish descent, Many years ago when in the Illinois
d

self-eviden-t,

r

:

legislature.I voted for a law which contained provisions similar to those quot- ed above, and afterwads was in a position to enforce it. hence, I speak
from personal knowledge, when L say
that before the passage of the law,
it was no uncommon sight to see child-- !
ren of tender year? brought before
the police courts, having been picked
up in the streets in a state of helpless
drunkenness, as some wretched creatures had. made it part of their busi
ness to sell vile liquors to minors. Im
mediately after the passage of the law,
could be seen over the entrance of
.
j,
muse uives,
signs uu wmcn was prim
ed in large letters the following warning: MINORS ARE NOT ADMITTED
IN THIS SALOON. I never knew of
a man, woman or child objecting to the
law or its rigid enforcement Section
21 provides that "No licensee except
the holder of the license of the third
class shall sell, furnish, expose for
sale, or give away any liquor, first,
on Sunday, between the hours of six
in the morning, and one in the afternoon, and between the hours of six and
ten in the evening." This should be
amended so that such licensee should
be prohibited from selling, furnishing,
exposing, for sale or giving away any
liquor between the hours of twelve
o'clock on Saturday night and twelve
o'clock on Sunday night That law is
well enforced In Santa Fe, and I have
never lived in any place where the
Sunday is better observed, it being a
day of quiet, rest, and good order.
Let it alone. It cannot be improved in any respect
Truly your friend,
A. L. MORRISON.

The New Mexican printing company
has ready and for sale
and
correct compilations of the territorial
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
the territorial road laws, pprice 50
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 60 cents per copy. Thess
can be purchased by applying in per
son or by mail at the office of the
company.
te

Engraved cards devised and wedding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican Printing officei Any
one standing in need of such will do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.

TOWN

&

JOHN BECKER, President'

IMPROVEMENT CO.
WM. M. BERGER? Secretary.

president, treasurer, secretary and
TERRITORIAL NEWS NOTES j manager were chosen. The directors
chosen were: T. Roualt, B. J. Viljoen,

WANTS

C. E. Locke, E. V. Hoagland,

T. C.
Had-ley- ,
J.
Hiram
Phillips,
Sampson,
Dr. J. C. Hodges, S. P. Stuart, J.
Priest, Dr. S. A. Robertson, C.'Boug-gy- ,
L. M. Lyon, N. H Hannun and J.
F. Sattley. Several spirited addresses
were made by Prof. Hiram Hadley, L
M. Lyon, Dr. J. C. Hodges and others.
The capital of the new organization
will be $5,000.
The stock shares are $10 each and
one share paid in entitles the member
and holder to all the advantages
whlch are manVj the assoclation has
to offer ltg member8 The organlza.
tion a8 nBPfeetft(.
miloh
fhn
marketing of the various valley products.
To Build Warehouses.
The Mesilla Valley
Produce ex
change contemplates the erection of
shipping sheds and warehouses whenV.

At Roswell.

The announcement that trt-- Aittis,
FURNISHED ROOMS with Board,
Roswell & El Paso railroad has bora
181 Palace avenue.
financed; that construction work is
to be!"i'n about February 1, and that
President Kennedy Tlnd others diFOR RENT Six room modern cot
tage. O. C. Watson & Co.
rectly connected with the undertaking
believe that the whole line between
Altus and Roswll, at least, comprisFOR SALE Good
upright piano-nquir- e
ing 286 miles, will be in operation
at Wagner Furniture company
within two years, is not very much of
store.
a surprise to citizens of Roswell who
have kept in touch with the enter-- 1
FOR SALE A second-hansteam
prise, as they have been satisfied for
boiler in good condition. It will ba
some time that developments had
about reached that stage.
disposed of at very low price. Apily
to the New Mexican Printing ComS. W. Adams, returning from a
pany.
stay at his mines, close to
Parsons, Lincoln county, brings word
of the installing of a $75,000 cyanide
FOR RENT The modern seven-roomeplant by the Eagle Mining and Mill- ever needed to facilitate the
cottage on Grant Avenue, ochandling
ing company at its mine there, for of
Doctor J. A. Rolls, which
cupied
by
fruits
and
cantaloupes, vegetables,
'
will be vacated on New Year. Apply
seperating the valuable metals from produce
of all kinds. The organizathe ore.
tion
out with a large member- at the New Mexican office.
starts
botS.
J.
Kirby, who has owned a
ship and gives promise of great usefultling works here for several years, has ness in
securing benefits that will be Sheep Contracts, 2 sheet
bought stock in the Roswell Printing
by every farmer and
appreciated
sheet
Agreement,
a
in
hold
will
company and
position
In the valley from one end
Butcher's Bond,
grower
sheet
the local news department of the of
to the other.
it
for
Retail Li- - ,
License,
Application
comRegister-Tribunowned by the
4
Another meeting will be held in the quor License. 2 sheet
pany. Mr. Kirby was at one time in near
the employ of the Kansas City Star. board future subject to the call of the Application for License, Game and
of directors.
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
The local editor, J. S. Carter, will con2
for
Man
sheet
Applicantion
License,
El
From
Paso
Acquitted.
tinue in the employ of the company.
Sheriff's Monthly Report, 2 sheet.
B. Ramsey, of El Paso, arrested on
Roswell's building boom seems to be
Promissory Notes, 25 cents per
on the increase. The main part of it complaint of M. O. O'Hara. of this
2
Clerk and Recorder,
was
unon
beforA
.Tnslcn
place,
trial
consists in the building of homes in
heet
Manuel
Lopez. Dromntlv acrmittprf hv
from the cosy four, five or
Laws of Ne Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
bungalow to the more pretentious the jury which was out of the court -- 903
room
onlv
English and Spanish, pamphlet
few
a
Th
trnn.
minutes
neardwelling of eight or nine rooms,
"
full leather $3.00; 1905 and
$2.25;
out
erew
!
an
ble
a
of
th
hv
,jfi,
attpntinn
to
the
defendant
little
the
?r sPanish- - Pamphlet,
E?s"s,h
of
em convenience.
daughter
fu leaer' W.BO.
Postage,
As a result of the mild winter here, Mr- - 'Hara while a passenger on the J2-?& was objected
' v v
to by the 1.1
hyacinths out of doors are up three traln
mm
!
j f orma, f 0, post-i
muiauuri ni..
father.
jrieaumg
to five inches and trying to bloom.
age 17 cents.
At Las Cruces.
i
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.
The
The farmers of the valley who are
LEGAL BLANK?.
two for $10. Adapted to New Mexico
actively awake to the advantages of
Code. Postage, 17 cents.
together in the growing Kept in Stock and For Sate By the Compiled Laws of New
Mexico,
and handling of valley products so as Santa Fe New Mexican
Conforming
$9.50. Postage, 45 cents.
to secure good returns from their shipto Z9 Lews of New Mexico.
Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
ments, have organized the Mesilla Val
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Doc $1; paper bound, 75 cents.
Postage, 7
ley Produce exchange with a large ket, single, $1.25; two or more, $1 cents.
membership throughout the valley.
each,
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
At the initial meeting held in the
75
Compilation Corporation Laws
Notary Seals Aluminum,
Pocket
First National bank building, Prof.' cents each.
$2.35, delivered; desks, $2.90,
xiiraui naaiey was elected cnairman
Compilation Mining Laws, 50
ed nearest express office.
and C. E. Locke secretary, James F. each.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
who
was the moving spirit in( Acknawledgment,
Sattley,
4
sheet,
46 cents.
Postage
promoting the cantaloupe industry, ex-- 1 Deed, the City of Santa Fe, full
240 J. P. Criminal
Docket, $2.75.
plained to the
fanners
,

mn.

two-month- s'
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CONTAINS NO

HARMFUL
DRUGS
J

Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat
and" Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and
Consumption
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

and eheet.

many

growers in attendance, the need of
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
such an organization covering the valDeed, the City of Santa Fe,
sheet,
ley and patterned after those successApplication for Marriage License,
fully operated In California and else- Eng.
sheet
where. A constitution and
Application for Marriage
License,
were adopted and a board of directors Span..
sheet
consisting of fifteen members, em-- 1 Final Homestead Proof,
full,
vice- - sheet
powered to elect a president,
1-- 2

1-- 2

in.

o.nuin

tbllow

.!.

packa

by-la-

i

1-- 2

I

Postage

45

cents.

New Mexico Supreme Court Reports. Nos. 1 and 2 full leather. If! Kn
a volume; three to twelve inclusive,
price, $3.30 each. Postage 25 cents
'
each.
320 Page J P. Docket 4 f!lvll au
1--

Criminal; $4. Postage 55 cental.
480 Page hand made
journal,

$5.75.
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Minor City Topics.
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(Continued From Page Two.)
(Continued

From Page One.)

of a larger navy, just as is President
Roosevelt, and Governor Curry also
believes that Uncle Sam's Interests in
the Pacific should be fully safeguarded; he has positive views on the Japanese question too, for he spent not
only a long time in the Philippines,
but also in Japan and knows the Japanese like a book.
The Statehood Situation Chairman
E. L. Hamilton of the House committee on territories, notified Governor
Curry yesterday by telegram that the
draft of the New Mexico-Arizonstatehood bill Is almost completed by
the committee and asked
whether
New Mexico desired a hearing upon
the bill. The consensus of opinion
among the legislators, officials and political leaders seems to be that a hearing would merely delay its passage,
and possessing full confidence in the
friendship of Chairman Hamilton and
the ability of Delegate Andrews to
look out for New Mexico's interests,
Chairman Hamilton will be notified
without
probably to hasten action
waiting for a New Mexico delegation
to come to the Capital.
Much Credit Is Due Much credit is
due to David L. Miller, the experienced superintendent of the capitol
and, capitol park for his preparation
of the Capitol for the reception of the
lawmakers and those interested in
the assembling of New Mexico's sol
ons. For many days, even weeks, Mr.
Miller had a force of men at work
sweeping, dusting and polishing the
entire building; cleaning the electric
light globes and preparing everythin
so that the capitol was clean as the
proverbial whistle, bright, shining and
even refulgent. Mr. Miller always has
a trying time during the sessions of
the legislature. Two years ago an
army of messenger boys with little
else to do than to Invent and contrive
plans of mischief reigned in the Capitol. They unscrewed the hinges from
doors and threw the hinges away;
they stuffed towels into the basins,
causing overflow of water; they tampered with locks; they were here and
there at the same time like so many
imps until it fairly required men to
he stationed about the building to protect it from the depredations of the
messenger boys who were so onerously (?) burdened with work. Mr. Miller has remembered all this and has
secured supplies for emergencies and
taken precautions to minimize as far
as possible such pranks during the
present session.
Is Making Good During all the ex-

Kansas City, Jan. 22.
ceipts, 2,000.. Steady.

Cattle

Re-

Southern steers, $4.25$5.75.
Cows, $2.50

(f?

$ 1.25.

Stockers and feeders, $3.405.50.
'

At Stripling-Burrow- s
Drug store you
Bulls, $3.20 $4.80.
'
at Red River.N. M. .founded for another
can set "Crazy" water. All numbers,
Calves, $3.75 $7.75.
All On Time The train report this party, the Red River Mining News, of
Western steers, $4.25 $6.00.
!
afternoon Is the the effect that all which paper he became editor.
Cows, $3.00$5.25.
j terwards
he came to Las Vegas and
are on schedule time.
Hogs Receipts, 10,000. 5c to 10c
Fraternal President Here. F. F. accepted the position he now holds.
lower.
Roobe of Denver, president of the He is a director of the Carnegie
Bulk of sales, $5.80f $6.25.
union is iu the city and will brary of that city and prominent in
Heavy, $6.20(6, $6.40.
address the members of tne local or- - many other ways. While Mr. Sweezy
Packers and butchers, $5.90: $0.20.
ganization iu Odd Fe'lows hall. Fol- has no pet measures of his own to
Light, $3.40$5.95.
n
lowing the meeting a banquet will be present during the session of the
Pigs, $4.25$5.25.
the president at the Coronado. islature, he is very much interested
Sheep Receipts, 2,000. Steady.
Card of Thanks Editor New Mex- - in a number of bills that will come
Muttons, $1.25$5.60.
ican: Through your columns I wish up for action. One is the bill regardLambs, $6.25(6:. $7.25.
to extend my gratitude to the many ing county road tax which he regards
Range wethers, $4.00$C60.
kind friends and neighbors who so no- as unfair from the standpoint of orFed ewes, $4.00(8 $5.20.
bly assisted me' during the long ill- ganized labor. He favora an amendness of my husband. May God reward ment that will make the bill apply
FOUND Three
Owner
turkeys.
each one. Mrs. Jefferson Davis.
only to unincorporated cities, towns
may get same by calling at the New
The Southern- and villages, as this is the manner in
Mexican Office and paying for this ad.
Inquiries from Afar.
All our goods must be sold in lass than thirty days, We are -west
company which is doing a which the road tax bill is made to
ofoperate in most of the states, and is
FOR RRENT Two rooms with
making most unusual prices to move them quickly. Oar prices real estate and genral intelligence
the only just way.
received
fice
business
inquiries
steam heat, electric lights, hot and
today,
are in many cases much less tlriu these goods could be bought for
Mr. Sweezy does not favor the bill
cold water and bath. Apply at New
concerning Santa Fe real estate from
in wholesale quantities. This is an unusual opportunity for mer faraway Blue Ridge, Ga. This shows calling for precinct local option, on
Mexican office.
chants, hotels and lai ga buyers generally to buy good goods for that people at a distance are being the ground that it will not bring about
the intended result. He gives as exinterested in Santa Fe.
The New Mexican Printing com,ess than their value.
Last Week's Money Order Business ample the situation that would manipany hah orepared civil and criminal
The money order business of the lo- fest itself in his own town. Were the
dockets espvXJially for the use of jusTOBACCO
cal postofflee last week amounted to local option bill to become law in Its
tices of the pt, ce. They are especialThere' were issued 163 or- present form, at the time of election,
15c $0,177.66.
t
with jrinted headings, in
ly ruled,
Two
packages Rocorte. . . ,5c 2."c tins Oriental Mixture
there East Las Vegas would undoubtedly
25c ders amounting to $1,1S4.83;
50c tins Monte Christo
either Spanish or English, made of
Two
packages Pick Leaf
vote dry, but on the other hand,- un5c Thiee 15c bags Bob White Mtxture.25c were paid 1G8 orders amounting to
Granulated or Auto Plug Cut
good record paper, strocgly and durS3; there were received $4,631 of der the precinct arrangement, the old
25c
45c tins Salmagundi for
25c vacuum cans of Old Rip, Yale,
ably bound, with leather vick and
15c money order surplus from other of- town, West Laa Vegas, would unques25c tins English Bird's Eye
covers and canvas sides, ha.l full
Cornell, Periquo and other high
25c fices and $000 from
money order tionably go wet. As a result East Las
15c Three 10c tins Wave Cut
index In front and the rees of justices
class blends for
Vegas, because of its close proximity
20c Three 10c tins Preferred Stock... 25c drafts.
of the peace and constables printea
35c cans Lime Kiln Club
When you want mineral waters of to the old town, would still practically
in full on the first page. The pages
have all the attending evils of the
Co.
PIPES AND SMOKERS ARTICLES
any kind, see Stripling-Burrow- s
are 10
inches. These books are
Putting in Larger Sewer. The Cat- saloons and yet receive no revenue
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
We are selling off our very large stock of these goods at very ron block on the east side of the Plaza from that source whatsoever. To preseparate of 82 pages each, or with
such an outcome, Sweezy favors
both civil and criminal bound in one
considerable reductions. If you want a pipe or think you are is to have a larger sewer connection vent
made with the Palace avenue sewer. a bill calling for local option by coun80 pages civil and 320 pages
book,
to
will
next
get around Excavation is being made for the pur- ties.
pay you
year it
likely to need one in the
criminal. .To introduce them they are
now. $3.00 pipes for $2.25; $5.00 pipes for $3.75 50 cents pipe for pose of laying the larger pipe. The
In speaking of statehood, he said he
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
85 cents. 35 cents pipes for 2o cents; 25 cents pipes for 20 cents work is in charge of the Santa Fe was inclined to have little confidence
$2.75
Hardware and Supply company.
that
the
bill
statehood
would
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
at
pass
and all others in proportion,
Democratic Committee The terri an early date, though this feeling is
For 45 cents additional for a single
torial democratic central committee perhaps due to the many disappointor 55 cents additional for a
docket,
GOODS IN GLASS
held a meeting the other day in the ments already met with. "The oppocombination docket, they will be sent
35c Heinz Jelly for
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
Two 50c jars of French Imported
$ .25 office of Judge N. B. Laughlin for the sition in the Senate worries me," he
Said. "But I trust the opposition will
transaction
of
routine
business,
must accompany order. State
full
two
Kitchen
55
for
Bouquet,
Peas, Brussells
Sprouts, or
those present were J. G. Fitch soon vanish and leave a clear track
Among
whether English or Spanish
plainly
40c
30
jars Ferndell Preserves
$ .75
mixed vegetables for
of Socorro, A. A. Jones of lis Vegas, for early statehood."
heading is wanted.
printed
G
20c
for.. 1.00 J. H. Crist of Monero, N. B. Laughjars Beechnut Jelly
15c bottle Pickles, Red Hot, Pica- After a Normal School in Earnest
10 Three 50c Tea Garden Preserves. 1.00 lin and Chales F. Easley of Santa Fe.
Willard S. Belknap, U. S. commissionlilli, Chow Chow, etc., for
Herewith are some uargarns oTTered
45c Marasqulno Cherries
35
In Great Demand Two meet er at Nara
Hall
20
25c bottles Pickles for
Visa,
the New Mexican Printing ComQuay
county,
journby
25c Marisquino Cherries
20 ings are scheduled for
tonight in Odd alist and champion booster of eastern
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
25c bottles of Midget Pickles for. .15 25c Jams, in glass, for
20 Fellows' hall, lower San
Francisco New Mexico, headed a
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
delegation of
15 35c
20 street, and as both are
25c bottles, Malt Vinegar for
Jelly.
important gath boosters that visited the executive ofbound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
.25 35c Senf Girkin
25 erings it will be
30c bottles C. & B. Malt Vinegar.
interesting to watch fice Wednesday afternoon to make a
forms, $5; Missouri Code
221-2- c
25 30c jars Preserves
35c Banquet Relish for
the outcome. The Modern Woodmen plea for a normal school at Nara Visa. citement at the various hotels attend Pleading $6; the two for $10; AdaptPleadings,
20c
20
bottles Tabasco Catsup. .. .12
Anchovies, in glass
of America have two national officers To show that
they. were in enrneatv, ing the rush of people to the capital ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of
12
25 Bayle's Chili Sauce for
45c Tomato Relish
here to address the local lodge. The tne Aara Visa
representatives prom for the opening of the legislature to New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
Fraternal Union also has its president ised to donate the
grounds as we'l as gether with an unusual influx of trav English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
CANNED GOODS
here to address a meeting; both or to construct the
necessary buildings eling men, H. A. Hart, the new clerk full leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible
have announced
their tor tlie school, should the legislature at the Claire hotel who took Ed. Stev Cover Pocke! Docket, single, $1.25;
ganizations
20c cans celery for
$ .15 20c Plum Pudding for
$ .15 meetings for tonight in I. O. O. F. hall. decide to locate it at Nara Visa. Belk ens place, has been performing his two or more books, $1 each;
New
Letters Held for Postage The fol nap is a prince of boosters but he evi- duties like an
and few real Mexico Supreme1 Court Reports, Nos.
25 Two 30c cans of Piatt's Grated or
2 cans Sauer Kraut
Sliced Pineapple
.45 lowing letters and postal cards are be dently also has an
15
25c cans Asparagus
enterprising com ized that he was not an experienced 3 and 10 inclusive $3. SO each; Compil
20 ing held at the local postffloce for post munity backing him.
hotel man. He had just, previously en atlon
Singapore Sliced Pineapple
Corporation Laws, 75c; Compila-ges- t
15
25c cans Beets
Two 25c cans extra Standard
age or better directions:
Luciano
tered upon his duties when the flood
A Corner on
full
of New, Mexico Reports,
Books
"Once
Prayer
10
20c cans Bacon and Greens
of visitors came taking all the rooms tion Mining Laws, 66c; Money's
35 Dimas, Dawson, Colo.;
Peaches
Gregorio A. 011 a time," as a good
begins,
story
30c Extra Standard Pears for.... .20 Garcia, Glorieta, N. Mex.; The Shell
Three 40c cans Ferndell Sliced or
$6.50; full list school blanks.
there were some very mischievous boys and making the clerk's duties indeed
Whole Peaches, Pitted Red
20c cans Peaches, Pears, ApriNovelty Co., 83 Chambers Street, New 111 a Santa Fe institution of
heavy. Through it all. he has main
learning.
tained a steadiness and unruffled
York, N. Y.; Little Kenneth Harmon, They were full of life and had
Cherries, or Sliced Apricots for 1.00
cots, Plums, Grapes, or Black
It Is an admitted fact that real es
prom
Three 40c cans Heinz Apple
berries for
Miss Agnes ise ot a
15 Gushing,
Oklahoma;
spirit that has made him well liked tate, financial nieu and merchants all
The
future.
lessons
great
1.00 25c cans Veal or Cottage, or
Butter
all who have come in contact with
Simpson, 3335 Laclede Ave., St. Louis,
evidently were easily and speedily by
that quickest and best retmltsare
10
Condensed Soup, per can
15 Mo.; Mr. R. R. Nethken, Pryor Creek, learned
and he is bound to make a suc say
him,
Hamburger Loaf for
obtained by advertising, -. the New
by these precocious lads and cess
10 25c cans Melrose Pate
15c cans Jams
106
Colo.;
of it for the well known hostelry.
15
Eulogia Ribera,
East Sec in order that the time
Mexican,
might not fall
15 15c cans Melrose Pate
20c cans Jams for
10 ond; Mr. David Garcia, Atarque, N. heavily
hands
their
upon
enjoythey
Franco-AmericaMex.
75c can of
Plum
25c cans Eros Caviar
.15
ed as many pranks as they couM de
50 Two 10c cans Smoked Herring
Pudding for
.15
Heavy Damage Suit Filed On be vise and successfully carry to com
half of Mrs. Bertha George Pender-graft- , pletion without
I
I
incurring tne displeas
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Attorney H. L. Ortiz of this city! ure ot and subsequent punishment by
GRANITE WARE.
,
has filed in the Fourth district court the faculty in
Amalgamated, 87
Atchison. 99:
One day, so
Our stock of Graniteware is somewhat broken, but we can still supply
charge.
of
the territory at Las Vegas, papers the story goes, there was a dearth
mnnv nrtiples at vprv -low rnrires.
of pfd., 101; N. Y. Cent., 129
Penn.,
n a damage suit for $5,000 nominal
So. Pac, 1201-2- :
U. P., 179:
prayer books in the chapel. The prin- 133
and $400 actual damages. The followGranite washbasins from 15c up.
Granite buckets at 45c and 55c.
cipal greatly wondered at this, but steel', 54; pfd., 1141-8- .
are
ing
made
MONEY AND METALS.
persons
defendants
in
20c.
Milk pans at 10c, 15c and
thinking that they had become fewer
White granite platters at 25c, 35c
the action: Miss Jessie Crouse, Mrs. Iu number by the usual loss and wear
New York, Jan. 22. Prime mercan i AMERICAN &
Preserve kettles at 15c, 20c, etc.
IRA D. SHEPARD
and 55c.
Adella Burhkevitz, wife of a member and tear said
3
tile
EUROPEAN
paper,
on
Tea kettles at 60c.
but
a
cent;
per
secured
coal
hods
money
at
20c.
nothing
Proprietor.
Japanned
of the House. Frank Roy and Eucpiip new supp'y. which was distributed. call, easy, ll-2- 2
PLAN
per cent.
H. Roy, the latter two being prom The next
St.. Lonis, Jon. 22. Spelter dull at
day or two these were gone
Granite collanders, dippers, pudding pans, etc., at all prices, from 30 to
inent Dankers. ihe parties concerned also. Now it was necessary for an 502
Old Harvey System Man.
40 per cent below norma!.
i'll 'ive at Roy. The action charges
j
,
j
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
A
investigation.
Whereupon the princilibel and slander.
Chicago, Jan. 22 Close:
pal made a tour of the rooms of the
Wheat May, $1,07
Museum Registrations.
'
SARDINES.
Recent reg students and endowed with a Pink-ertoJuly, 97
Corn May,
62
62 c
istrations aMhe rooms of the New
We have almost all kinds of sardines still in stock. Some have been
;
mind and having a hunch he
July,
Mexico Historical society include the threw open a trunk in one of the 62
sold out, of others the quantity is limited. These prices will move the balOats May, 52c; July, 46
Mr. and Mrs. George N. rooms, and, lo, and behold, it was alance quickly.
following:
Given Either n
Pork January, $17.25; May, $15.15.
Pendergraft, Roy; Willis G.Moore, most full to the top with not only the
Colorado Springs; J. M. Ladd, Mary missing prayer books, but crucifices
Lard
OR GERMAN
SPANISH
$9.60;
$9.75.
..
January,
May,
15c Sardines for $1.35 dozen.
ety, excellent quality and prices away C.
Ribs January, $8:85; May, $9.00.
Ladd, L. G. Loomls, LuelTa H. Loom and other sacred paraphernalia. The
20c Sardines fpr $1.65 and $1.75 doz. down.
RAYMOND HAACKE
WOOL MARKET.
is, Victor, N. Y Mrs. S. C. Nutter, Al- astonished principal could not apprecNu
sbaums'1 Washington Ave.
12 c
10c.
for
St. Louis, Jan. 22. Wool unchanged
Sardines
Large vari
buquerque. C. A. Melin, aul R. Mac- iate the joke, it seems, for the misCATTLE AND SHEEP.
Kinnon, Denver; C. V. Harris, George chievous youth was called to task.
or care New Mexican.
L. Reese, Portales; Herman Williams Who was the
22.
Jan.
Cattle
Chicago,
Receipts.
is
youth? O, well, it
SOAP.
Vigan, Luzon; John Gwyn, La Junta; sufficient to say, that he became a 25,000. Steady.
Our stock of soap, both laundry and toilet is still large. We must sell
Beeves, $4.00$6.90.
Benjamin F. Brown, Mosquero; E. F. man of great ability right here in the
these goods at some price and. we will. Do you want your share of these
'
L. E. Gallegos, city of holy faith and is a member
Texans,
Gallegos,
Gallegos;
$4.10$4.80.
bargains, or will you wait until it is too late?
Clayton ;F. R. Hern(oiy, Vaughin; of the 38th legislative assembly. Ev
Westerns, $3.75$5.40.
FOR
Edward F. Davis, Oklahoma City; I. A. en now he often relates the story of
Stockers and feeders, $3.10$5.00.
Fairbank's scouring goap, 5c.
35c boxes toilet soap for 25c.
Las
;.
SANITARIUM
Matthew
Talk,
Heifers, $1.75$5.25.
Vegas;
Telin,
his trunk full of prayer books with
Twenty Mule soap chips, two for
25c boxes toilet soap 15c and 20c.
Pablo Valdez, Francisco Quin-tan- much merriment,, perhaps to illustrate
Calves, $7.00$8.75.
Las Vegas; Otto J. Scholer, Ken- how good a little boy he was in pre15c boxes toilet soap for 10c and 12 15c.
Sheep Receipts, 5,000. Strong.
SANTA FE, N. M.
for
Borax
six
bars
osha,
Wis.; F. Scholer, Chicago; W. paring himself with such a supply of
Westerns, $3.255.65.
soap,
Cudahy's
E. Purcell, Sheldon, Mo.; Mrs. M. E.
Yearlings, $5.756.90. $16 and up per week.
H"II1"
moral and religious inspiration. But
Two big bars castile soap, old price 25c.
A .B. Harris, Ft. the
Western lambs, $5.00$7.65.
Oden,
Sunmount;
5c
now
Mule
of
and
Instead
the
soap
quickness
brightness
Twenty
a
20s each, now two for
quarter.
Sumner; J. S. Taylor, Kansas City; L. boy's intellect quickened and multiFour bars Fel's Naphtha soap, 25c. of four bars for a quarter.
M. Disney, Chicago. G. W. Temple,
now
10c
25c.
plied as the years went by and he bePyramid washing powder
6 bars Fairy soap,
Denver; R. J. Murphy, Dallas; W. H. came a great lawmaker, even a lead
5c.
23 bars Lenox soap for $1.
5c Pyramid washing powder now Foster, Mcintosh; Mr. and Mrs. A.. J". er of soleras, a rare speech-make.able
White House laundry soap, 5 bars
W W. Parish, Jr., officer and
Kansas;
Carruth,
5c.
statesman
in
for
the
two
capable
for 10c.
Chicago; F. F. Roose Denver.
legislative chambers of the Sun
Should It be that you shoulj want a
lo you know old Candelarlo.sl
shine territory.
CEREALS.
Indian
relies
and
curious?
fern
The seals and record tooss tor no
Getting the Wheels Started Hon.
10c Ralston Health coffee, 5c.
Oandelario has them
Any one can show youthe way
25c.
for
sale
New
taries
the
efficient
W.
of
E.
the
the
by
public
clerk
20c
Martin,
Two
packages Faranose,
in the Ancient town of Santa Fe
blu
Sapphires, garnets, and
20c cans Royal Seal Rolled Oats, Mexican
Printing company at very Third judicial district, who has
cent packages Dr
ToOandelarlo's.
Amethysts, rubles and opals too
v
Six twenty-fiv- e
each package sealed and will keep reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor- been the chief clerk of the Council
As good as you want he. can furnish
In the shop beneath the old Ox Cart
Snoop's Health coffee, $1.
ated companies are also handled. Call for a number of terms, remained in
you
indefinitely, now 15c.
All the products of Indian art
Can Oandelario
at or address tbe New Mexican Print Santa Fe this week, to give all help
Has Oandelaio
.
CANE SYRUP.
.
lag company, Santa Fe. New Mexico. possible to get the legislative wheels
Bows and Baskets and Pottery
In the ancient town of Santa Fe
those
like
with
who
the
genis
very popular
Is Oandelario..
'A
started, for his long experience has a. Beaten Hllverand fllljrree
Wogan'a Pure Cane Syrup
The New Mexican Printing com- put the routine and the best methods
Kvery old kind of trumpery!
uine Southern cane syrup. It is put up under the Cero de Batterie brand,
Any one can show you the way
Has Oandelario
.,.
To Oandelario
pany baa on hand a large supply of at his fingers' ends. He has been at a.
and we are selling It at greatly reduced prices.
K
for
school
suitable
tablets
For anything you want totnow
and
Chief
of
Clerk
side
pads
the
Brogan
to
want
Blanket
Indian
Koran
right
ko
you
45c.
65c
for
cans,
For any kind of ft Oui-i25c cans now 20c; two for 35c.
work, tbe desk, and also for lawyers all week and finds him, as well as As
To Candeltirio
to Oandelario, ,
(in
We
90c.
and
for
good
everywhere.
cans
merchants;
He has .arnpes and Olilmayos
sistant Chief Clerk Wade, very apt
$1.25
will sell them at E cents In Imjov- fnrm pupils. It is a piece of unselfishness
old lialletas and Navajoes
There are all the kinds that any one
on the part of Martin that will 'bear
knows
one
more
in
than
direction.
fruit
The New Mexican Frhremg company
At Otindelarlos
Favors Powerful Navy Governor
is prepared to furnish cards de vite
K
or ladles and for gentlemen on short Curry was asked' by wire this morning
Examiner,
potioe in first class style at reasonable by the San Francisco
a
favored
he
or
whether
navy in
larger
either
printed,
engraved
.rices,
301 303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M.
tall at tbe New Mexican Printingcom. the Pacific in view of the Japanese
attitude towards the United States A
Of course, Governor Curry is in favpr
X X X X X X X x
X
X
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